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 + FOREWORD

  The rule of law remains a value above all others even 
amidst dynamic changes

The reason we should, in general, refrain from using superlatives and grandiose 
adjectives is that the frequent use of such words may erode their true meaning. But 
I believe that nowadays it is justified to rely on such adjectives, and I can honestly say 
that members of the judiciary and other legal professionals are currently experiencing 
epochal changes.

For what other adjective could be used to describe the years, especially the year of 2018, 
in which the new procedural laws brought fundamental changes in both criminal and 
civil justice, examining the new legal institutions and the new requirements providing 
the framework for the  exercise of the legal profession from the viewpoints of both 
judges and other legal practitioners. 

We may add that the significant changes of the procedural rules took place at a time 
when we had just begun to get used to the application of the new substantive laws, and 
that this period was also marked by the spread of information technology solutions 
which entailed, in addition to countless advantages, several problems, too.

Well, this period can indeed be described as a “new era”, the more so since we have 
not yet come to the end of the significant changes.

The new Act on Administrative Courts (whose entry into force has been postponed for 
an indefinite time) fundamentally affects the Curia’ activities and the role it plays in 
the judicial system. This Foreword, however, is not suitable for dealing in depth with 
the new Act. I only note that the legislative solution setting up a joint uniformity panel 
of the Curia and the future Administrative Superior Court requires a new approach 
from all stakeholders. 
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In addition to the above-mentioned significant changes, the framework of litigation 
lawyers’ work was also re-regulated, namely by the 2018 Act on the Activities of 
Lawyers. An important novelty introduced by the Act was the integration of in-house 
lawyers’ activities into litigation lawyers’ activities, and the integration of in-house 
lawyers into the Bar Association.

In the Foreword to the 2012 Yearbook János Áder, President of the Republic, used the 
motto “There can be no independent judicial system without a constitutional state and 
equal rights.” In addition to my obvious positive bias vis-a-vis my profession, objective 
reasons also support the view that freelance lawyers working in the justice system play 
an essential role in the practical enforcement and realisation of the principles of the 
rule of law and equality before the law.

The fact that the relationship between the Curia and the Hungarian Bar Association is 
firmly grounded – even beyond the framework specified in the Fundamental Law and 
the Constitutional Court decisions – has fundamental importance from the aspect of 
the rule of law, and fills me with joy and relief amidst such fast-paced and significant 
changes. The active participation of lawyers, upon the invitation of the President of 
the Curia, in the Curia’s jurisprudence-analysing work, which serves the interests 
of high-quality administration of justice, is only one example of the many forms of 
cooperation that exist between the two institutions. The meetings of the Heads of 
the Curia Departments and the senior representatives of the lawyers, organised by the 
Curia’s Departments, provide a possibility for common thinking, just as the Curia 
judges’ involvement in the further training of lawyers constitutes added value. 

The fact that I had the honour of being invited (also in my capacity as amicus curiae) 
to several of the Curia’s Full Court Meetings symbolises the cooperation between 
the various categories of legal professionals, which cooperation necessarily flows from 
their interdependence.

Leafing through the Yearbooks issued in the former years it becomes apparent that 
the increase of the number of pages of the successive Yearbooks has been accompanied 
by an increase in contents, enabling the Curia to present the initiatives it makes as 
the highest-level judicial forum in the interest of developing the law and ensuring 
uniform jurisprudence. 

As head of the legal professionals providing legal representation for citizens and 
economic operators seeking justice, I warmly recommend the Curia’s 2018 Yearbook 
to all readers.

Dr János Bánáti
President of the Hungarian Bar Association
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 + THE YEAR OF APPLYING NEW RULES

 Dear Reader,

In 2018 new civil and criminal procedural codes entered into force and the adjudication 
of administrative legal disputes was placed on new procedural foundations by the 
legislature. Act No. CXXX of 2016 on the new Code of Civil Procedure, Act No. 
CL of 2016 on General Public Administration Procedure, and Act No. I of 2017 on 
Administrative Court Procedure entered into force on 1  January 2018, whereas Act 
No. XC of 2017 on the new Code of Criminal Procedure entered into force on 1 July 
2018.

Naturally, none of these changes came as a surprise to the Curia, which had devoted 
the previous year to preparing for the application of the new procedural rules. In 
line with its plans, in the first year of the application of the new rules the supreme 
judicial forum began to develop a standard practice for the new legal institution of 
permission-of-review procedure (called admission in contentious administrative court 
proceedings).

In addition to the changes enacted in respect of review as an extraordinary remedy, 
the new Code of Civil Procedure introduced a conceptual change affecting the very 
progress of civil proceedings. After the entry into force of the Code, these changes 
resulted in serious practical consequences: judges, in general, assessed very rigorously 
the meeting of formal and content requirements prescribed for statements of claims. 
Therefore we, the leadership of the Curia, decided to set up a jurisprudence-analysing 
working group at the Curia in 2019 for the examination of the grounds on which 
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statements of claims had been rejected by the courts. This situation is very exciting 
but also carries a great deal of responsibility, given that a not-excessively-rigorous 
court practice on permission-of-review allowing more room for the exercise of the 
Curia’s public function, namely ensuring the uniformity of jurisprudence, needs to be 
developed and the right approach to the requirements to be met by statements of claims, 
which are the very soul of all contentious cases, needs to be found simultaneously. For 
without a sufficient number of first-instance cases judicial legal protection becomes 
a mere formality, and without a sufficient number of incoming cases the Curia can 
easily become an ivory tower.

The other important event of 2018 was that the legislature’s ideas on the organisational 
reform of administrative adjudication became crystallized. The determination of 
administrative court disputes within a separate court system is justified both by the 
Hungarian constitutional traditions and professional aspects (for example, by the need 
for special expertise on public law). We should, however, bear in mind that the general 
principle of judicial reviewability of administrative authority decisions was introduced 
by the 1989 constitutional amendments, hence in contemporary Hungarian history 
administrative adjudication began in December 1989.

During the thirty years that have elapsed since then, judges hearing administrative 
cases have accumulated significant amount of experience, based on which an approach 
and value system specific to administrative judges and suiting the specific features 
of administrative lawsuits have developed. The preservation of these values makes 
it imperative that in the responsible task of carrying out the judicial review of the 
administrative authorities’ acts the professionals having developed those values in the 
past three decades continue to participate in that work.

That is why throughout the year of 2018 the leadership of the Curia maintained close 
cooperation with the Ministry of Justice and was represented in the Ministry’s working 
group tasked with creating a rule-of-law framework for the organisational reform, 
that is, with working out guarantees safeguarding the continuity of adjudication and 
protecting the legal status of judges hearing administrative cases. The resultant Act 
of Parliament contains transitory provisions, among others, allowing the judges of the 
Administrative and Labour Department of the Curia to make a “transfer statement”, 
based on which they can start work in the new organisation to be set up, envisaged 
to consist of eight administrative courts and an Administrative Superior Court.

Due to the Hungarian Government’s 2019 May decision postponing the organisational 
reform for an indefinite period, as of 2020 the Curia will not be replaced by another 
judicial body in respect of supreme-level adjudication of administrative court cases, 
or the unification of the relevant jurisprudence, or any other competence. Therefore, 
emphasis has shifted from ensuring a rule-of-law conform transition and the 
preservation of the specific approach to administrative adjudication to the further 
developing of the professional results achieved since 1989, and to continuing the 
tradition of adjudicating administrative cases in a timely and professionally correct 
manner, as evidenced by the EU Justice Scoreboard. For as long as it has statutory 
authorisation thereto, it is the Curia’s right and obligation to perform the tasks of an 
“administrative superior court” with a high level of excellence.

Dr Péter Darák
President of the Curia
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 +  PROFESSIONAL ANSWERS TO 
QUESTIONS ARISING IN RELATION 
WITH THE FUNDAMENTAL CHANGES

In 2018 the Curia’s Departments had to determine important cases attracting 
serious public scrutiny. The entry into force of the new codes of court procedures, 
the related organisational changes, and the provision of answers to questions 
arisen in connection with their application defined the tasks of 2018 and 
continuously required to perform additional professional tasks besides the 
adjudication of cases.

The Civil and Economic Sections of the Curia’s Civil 
Department

In 2018 the greatest challenge faced by the Civil Department was the entry into force 
of the new Code of Civil Procedure. The Department also devoted special attention 
to handling problems that arose in connection with foreign currency-based consumer 
loans, and to developing the jurisprudence related to the application of the new Civil 
Code.

I. Act No. CXXX of 2016 on the Code of Civil Procedure entered into force on 
1 January 2018. The Act, adopted by the National Assembly, has already raised several 
questions in connection with its interpretation. Therefore, at the end of 2017 the 
President of the Curia decided to set up a Consultation Body to discuss the provisions 
of the new procedural code which proved to be difficult to interpret, and to answer the 
questions that arose in connection with their practical application. Dr Árpád Orosz, 
deputy head of the Civil Department, was tasked with heading the Body. Members 
of the Body were judges with extensive experience and a thorough knowledge of civil 
procedural law, who represented all court levels in Hungary. In 2018 the Consultation 
Body held 8 sessions and published 44 opinions.

The Curia’s Civil Department organised several consultations on the new Code of Civil 
Procedure: the heads of the Civil Department dealt with the interpretation of various 
rules of the new Code at their sessions of 3 May, 20-21 June, and 19-21 November 
2018. These consultations discussed problems related to the application of the 
Code, raised by the domestic courts and presented by the head and members of 
the Working Group supporting the coming into effect of the new Code of Civil 
Procedure. Memoranda were drafted on the opinions adopted at the consultations, 
which then were forwarded to the relevant departments of the lower courts with a view 
to ensuring the development of a uniform interpretation of the law. The Memoranda 
were published on the Curia website as well as in the 9th volume of the 2018 Curia 
Decisions - Court Judgements, and the 1st volume of the 2019 Curia Decisions - Court 
Judgements. 
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Also to ensure the uniform interpretation of law, at its session of 3 December 2018 
the Curia’s Civil Department accepted a case-preparation sheet and sample decisions 
to be used in cases related to permission-of-review and falling within the scope of 
the new Code of Civil Procedure; the Department also discussed certain questions of 
interpretation related to the review rules of the new Code of Civil Procedure. 

II. Similarly to the previous years, in 2018, too, the activity related to the so-called 
foreign currency loan lawsuits and the interpretation of the various Acts pertaining to 
foreign currency loans constituted additional task for the Civil Department, both in 
the field of adjudication and in the field of ensuring uniform jurisprudence. Such cases 
made up almost one third of the total incoming cases received by the Civil Department. 
Court actions seeking to make a finding against the respondent, or to establish the 
invalidity of a contract, or to terminate or restrict enforcement proceedings – which 
had been started in a great number in the previous year due to a legislative change – 
constantly raised new questions, whose answering required the interpretation of the 
formerly issued guidelines and the laws governing foreign currency loans, as well as 
the monitoring of the case law of the Court of Justice of the European Union. 

On account of the great number of the arising questions, the President of the Curia 
set up a permanent Consultation Body to examine the interpretation-related questions 
that arose in connection with the invalidity of contracts falling within the scope of the 
laws governing foreign currency loans. The Body is headed by dr György Wellmann, 
head of the Civil Department, and several judges of the Department participate in its 
work. The Body held several sessions in 2018; in the first half of the year it dealt with 
questions related to the interpretation of mortgage contracts, whereas at its session of 
10 October 2018 it analysed CJEU judgment no. C-51/17. 

Another challenge faced by the Civil Department in the first half of the year was the 
great number of petitions for review seeking to establish the invalidity of consumer loan 
contracts, the processing of which petitions required the partial modification of the 
case allocation order in order to ensure proportionate caseload and the determination 
of the cases within a reasonable time. 
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III. In 2018 the new Civil Code had to be applied by the courts in an increasing 
number of cases, therefore in certain areas of law sufficient experience has been 
acquired and sufficient number of practical problems have arisen, allowing for 
and necessitating the analysis of, and the provision of guidance on, the courts’ 
jurisprudence. The topics discussed at the National Meeting of the Heads of the Civil 
Departments on 2-3 May 2018 included, among others, issues related to child contact 
and child support payment obligations to be determined in ordering joint parental 
responsibility, the scope of the right of use in court actions seeking the termination of 
joint ownership, the enforcement of warranty rights by lessees, and compensation for 
violation of personality rights. At the National Meeting held by the Heads of the Civil 
Departments on 19-21 November 2018 the issue of loss of opportunity as pecuniary 
and non-pecuniary disadvantage was dealt with.

The head of the Department also participated in the work of the Consultation Body 
that had been set up by the President of the Curia to examine issues of interpretation 
arising in the practical application of the Civil Code. In the first half of 2018 the 
Consultation Body published opinions on the interpretation of the statutory provisions 
governing the termination of lease and apartment lease contracts; in the second half of 
the year it published opinions on the interpretation of certain Civil Code provisions 
governing inheritance.

In order to identify, as soon as possible, potential problems related to the interpretation 
of the Civil Code, the teams set up by the President of the Curia to monitor 
jurisprudence on the application of the Civil Code have continued their work this 
year, too. The technical leaders of these teams are judges and senior legal consultants 
of the Civil Department, whereas professional responsibility for the team’s work is 
borne by the Curia’s judges. The teams are coordinated by a Department judge, with 
10 Civil Department judges participating in the work. The members of these teams 
held a thematic meeting on 5 October 2018, at which issues related to the transfer of 
contracts and compensation for violation of personality rights were discussed. 

IV. The members of the Department actively participated in the work of the 
jurisprudence-analysing working groups, too. At the beginning of the year, the 
Curia’s three Departments held a joint meeting to accept the Summary Report of 
the jurisprudence-analysing working group having examined the courts’ jurisprudence 
related to the practical and theoretical questions of the extent of proof. At its meeting 
of 23  April 2018, the Civil Department adopted the Summary Reports of the 
jurisprudence-analysing working groups having, respectively, examined the courts’ 
jurisprudence in cases related to Civil Code provisions governing the maintenance of 
relatives and in cases related to protection-of-possession proceedings instituted before 
local government notaries. At its meeting of 11 December 2018 the Summary Report 
of the jurisprudence-analysing working group examining the courts’ jurisprudence 
in cases related to the release of public data was adopted. In the first half of the 
year two further jurisprudence-analysing working groups, headed by members of the 
Civil Department, commenced their work (one is examining the practice of ordering 
compulsory treatment at psychiatric institutions, the other is examining the courts’ 
jurisprudence in cases related to the Act of Parliament governing land transactions). 
Members of the Civil Department also participated in the jurisprudence-analysing 
working groups of the other Departments.
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The international legal conference held by the Curia on 14 November 2018, prepared 
from professional aspects by the Civil Department and having involved experts from 
the Ministry of Justice and the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Trade, was also of 
great importance. The conference dealt with issues of jurisprudence related to state 
immunity. Information on the conference was published in the 6th volume of the 2018 
Curia Decisions - Court Judgements. 

The Curia’s Criminal Department 

The greatest challenge faced by the Curia’s Criminal Department in 2018 was the 
entry into force of the new Code of Criminal Procedure in the summer of 2018. 

In the first half of the year a priority task was to prepare for the new Code of 
Criminal Procedure. Members of the Department reviewed an e-learning training 
material compiled by the National Judicial Office (OBH), and then participated in the 
related nation-wide training. Members of the Department regularly issued opinions on 
lower-level draft legislation (government decrees, decrees by the Minister of Justice) 
related to the Code of Criminal Procedure. 

The new procedural rules, which entered into force in the second half of the year, 
brought fundamental changes: the system of lay assessors at first instance courts 
ceased to exist and grave financial crimes are to be determined by a judicial panel 
of three professional judges. Preparatory session to be held mandatorily in all cases 
is a fundamentally new legal institution. Restricted review is a new rule affecting 
second and third instance appellate courts. The possibility of appeal against a decision 
quashing a decision on the merits is also a new statutory provision.

The National Meeting of the Heads of the Criminal Departments was held on two 
occasions in 2018. These meetings primarily focused on questions related to the 
application of the Code of Criminal Procedure. 

The Curia’s Criminal Department adopted six Criminal Uniformity Decisions in 
2018. The Department issued Opinions on the lawfulness of the charge and the 
characterisation of the felony offence of child pornography. Uniformity Decisions 
were adopted on partial release from house arrest, the criminal liability of persons 
performing public tasks, and the notion of aggrieved party in fraudulent bankruptcy 
cases. The jurisprudence analysis on the judicial practice of the enforcement of 
sentences was also completed. 

In 2018 three jurisprudence-analysing working groups were set up to examine the 
following issues: national sentencing practice, correction of factual errors after the 
judgment has become final; retrial in criminal proceedings and boundaries between 
branches of law in enforcing individual and community claims; and the protection 
of private life. 

Members of the Department have actively participated in the work of the jurisprudence-
analysing working groups. 
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The Administrative and Labour Sections of the Curia’s 
Administrative and Labour Department

The year 2018 was to bring significant changes to administrative adjudication. The 
planned changes (whose introduction was postponed by the legislature) were in many 
respects unexpected, since in the process of professional transition under way since 
2016 (an important stage of which was the drafting of the code of administrative court 
procedure) no change of this type could be anticipated. 2018 is also notable for the 
fact that the code of administrative court procedure, which imposed professional tasks 
requiring a new approach on the Department, entered into force. In this respect the new 
legal institution of admission for review must be mentioned, whose development was 
and is also a task of the Administrative Section. As to the prior judicial interpretation 
of the code of administrative court procedure the Department maintained its former 
position that such interpretation should be exceptional in order to ensure the smooth 
integration of the text of the code in the body of law. 

In 2018 an important task of the Department was the adjudication of remedies 
filed in the context of the general election of Members of Parliament. Judicial 
review by the Curia was sought in a similar number of cases as during the previous 
parliamentary elections and all cases were determined within the statutory time 
limit. The approximately 200 election-related cases provided valuable experience and 
brought novelties in the adjudication of election cases, the lessons of which were 
summarised by the Department at a professional symposium held in June 2018. The 
2018 parliamentary elections brought to the surface several aspects of the rules of 
election procedure which previously had not arisen in judicial practice and which led 
to serious debates in several cases. Administrative adjudication must draw the lessons 
from these debates and must evaluate the lessons, but to do this needs a longer time. 

The second half of 2018 was spent by pondering on the future of administrative 
adjudication and analysing relationships. The seventh amendment to the Fundamental 
Law and the related new rules will place the thirty-year old operation of Hungarian 
administrative adjudication on an entirely new basis. The changes, whose introduction 
has been postponed, will terminate the existing organisational system and will set up 
an administrative court system outside the ordinary court system. As far as it was 
professionally possible, the Department actively participated in the preparation of the 
new regulation, in the course of which it sometimes expressed serious concerns and 
criticism, too. The Department expressed firm opinions on the legal status of judges, 
the continuity of judicial legal relationship and the new structure to be set up, which 
opinions were presented to the legislator’s representative via the member delegated to 
the committee preparing the new laws. 

As a result of the new laws adopted at the end of 2018 on administrative adjudication 
(whose entry into force has been postponed for an indefinite time) the Curia’s 
Administrative and Labour Department will cease to function in its present form. Its 
tasks will be taken over by the Administrative Superior Court to be set up outside 
the ordinary court system. 

The Labour Section considered the facilitation of uniform labour adjudication to be a 
priority in 2018, too. Continuing previous years’ practice, the Section primarily relied 
on jurisprudence-analysis and Department Opinions as the most important tools of 
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maintaining uniform court practice. The Summary Reports of the jurisprudence-
analysing working groups and the Department Opinions are very favourably received 
by judges determining labour cases.

The interpretation of the new rules governing the legal institutions of Act No. I of 
2012 on the Labour Code, which underwent significant conceptual changes, has 
remained an important task. Frequent legislative changes make labour adjudication-
related legal interpretation difficult, since sometimes it occurs that by the time the 
Curia adopts a decision laying down governing principles, the given piece of legislation 
has already changed significantly. The uniform interpretation of labour law affects 
not only the practice of courts determining labour cases but also employers’ practice.

In 2018 the Labour Section carried out jurisprudence-analyses on two important 
subjects. Following the analyses of the uncertainties found in the related adjudicative 
practice and the legal issues arisen in the examined cases, Department Opinions were 
adopted by the Administrative and Labour Department.

The two jurisprudence analyses completed in 2018 were necessitated by the large 
number of issues arisen in connection with employers’ liability for damage.

All judges of the Labour Section played an important role in the jurisprudence-
analysing working groups, which also included experts on the theoretical and practical 
issues of labour law.

A separate jurisprudence-analysis had to be conducted in respect of a special issue of the 
employer’s liability for damage often arising in labour cases, namely liability for damage 
occurred in the employee’s health. It is the most frequent type of labour cases and the 
significant amendments introduced in respect of the employer’s liability for damage in 
the 2012 Labour Code have raised a great number of interpretation-related questions 
on which judicial practice is not uniform. The jurisprudence-analysing working 
group had to analyse the relationship of ‘employment-relatedness’ and ‘causality’, 
which is important from the aspect of how the court conducts evidence-taking. In 
the absence of employment-relatedness there is no need to examine causality; whereas 
in the absence of causality the employer’s liability for damage cannot be established. 
As to this issue the jurisprudence analysis emphasised that due to the special rules 
contained in the Labour Code, as compared to the rules contained in the Civil Code, 
Section 6:521 of the Civil Code regulating causality is not applicable to the employer’s 
liability for damage. Situations in which damage was caused partly by circumstances 
related to employment and partly by circumstances unrelated to employment required 
interpretation. The determination of the respective percentages of liability to be borne 
by the parties also needed interpretation. The most disputed new notions of the 2012 
Labour Code are ‘scope of control’ and ‘foreseeability’. The jurisprudence-analysing 
working group reviewed and analysed the related legal literature in order that concrete 
guidelines on these notions can be provided to judges determining labour cases.

A separate jurisprudence-analysing working group had to be set up to examine judicial 
practice on the quantification of the employer’s liability for damage. As regards the 
employer’s liability for damage, it is typical in labour cases that first the legal basis 
of liability is determined in an interim judgment, because the employees normally 
submit a great number of various claims necessitating extensive and complicated 
evidence-taking often involving several experts. It was found a typical deficiency that 
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the examined judgments failed to refer to the relevant court practice, especially to 
the so-called guidelines on principles relating to Civil Code provisions invoked by 
the Labour Code. The evaluation of special employee claims filed in recent years 
required a separate analysis. Such claims are related to the purchase and maintenance 
of cars claimed by employees having suffered damage to their health, as well as the 
reimbursement of the costs of private medical treatments and medical treatments not 
financed by the social security fund.

In 2018, the Labour Section started to examine judicial practice on the interpretation 
of certain employment-related agreements and the interpretation of labour rules 
applicable to non-compete agreements and study contracts. Based on the partial 
reports already drafted, it can be clearly seen that issues of interpretation related to 
the invalidity of such agreements, especially disproportionate consideration, require 
special attention. The jurisprudence-analysing working group has basically finished 
the analysis of the judicial practice on non-compete agreements and study contracts 
and is about to submit its Summary Report to the Department.

In 2018 the Labour Section drafted two Department Opinions, which it submitted 
to the Department. Opinion No. 1/2018. (VI.25.) of the Administrative and Labour 
Department provides guidelines for judicial practice on certain issues related to the 
employer’s liability for damage occurred in an employee’s health. 

Opinion No.  3/2018. (IX.17.) of the Administrative and Labour Department deals 
with issues related to the quantification of the employer’s liability for damage occurred 
in the employee’s health and specifies the principles applicable in calculating the great 
number of claims amounts that are filed in such cases. Employees having suffered 
damage generally seek to enforce claims under various heads and the Opinion provides 
guidance to labour judges on how to determine properly the awardable amounts. 
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 +  THE COMPETENCES AND TASKS OF 
THE CURIA

Under Article 25 of the Fundamental Law, the supreme organ in the ordinary 
court system shall be the Curia; the Curia shall ensure the uniform application 
of law by the ordinary courts and shall make Uniformity Decisions which shall 
be binding on the ordinary courts.

Under Section 24 (1) of Act No. CLXI of 2011 on the Organisation and Administration 
of Courts, the Curia shall:

a) determine, in cases specified by the law, a legal remedy submitted against 
a decision of the tribunal or the regional court of appeal,

b) determine petitions for review,
c) adopt a Uniformity Decision binding on all courts,
d) analyse jurisprudence in cases closed under a final decision, in the course 

of which it shall explore and examine the courts’ jurisprudence,
e) publish court decisions and court rulings laying down principles,
f) determine whether a local government decree conflicts with other 

legislation and decides on the annulment of a conflicting decree,
g) determine whether a local government has failed to comply with its 

statutory law-making obligation, and
h) proceed in other cases falling within its competence. 

The following Acts of Parliament govern the tasks that originate from the Curia’s 
above-specified competences (non-exhaustive list):

 – Act No. CXXX of 2016 on Civil Procedure 
 – Act No. XC of 2017 on Criminal Procedure 
 – Act No. I of 2017 on Administrative Court Procedure 
 – Act No. CLXI of 2011 on the Organisation and Administration of Courts 
 – Act No. CLXII of 2011 on the Legal Status and Remuneration of Judges 
 – Act No. XXXVI of 2013 on the Election Procedure 
 – Act No. CCXXXVIII of 2013 on Initiating Referenda or European 

Citizens’ Initiative, and on Referendum Procedure.

The Curia’s competences significantly changed in 2018. In 2018 several legislative 
amendments entered into force and several laws and amendments entering into force 
on 1 January 2020 were adopted. 
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Changes in the Curia’s competences in 2018

1. The entry into force of Act No. CXXX of 2016 on the new Civil Procedure 

Act No. CXXX of 2016 on the new Civil Procedure entered into force on 
1 January 2018. Chapter XXIX of the Act continues to govern “review” by the 
Curia as a form of extraordinary remedy available against final court decisions 
by alleging a violation of law affecting the merits of the case [Section 406(1)]. 
A new element of the regulation is, among others, that in property-related lawsuits 
the value limit set as a condition for review was raised to HUF 5 million. 
This value-dependent exclusion shall not apply to actions for damages related 
to the exercise of public power, actions for damages on account of violations of 
personality rights, and actions brought for maintenance, sustenance, or other 
annuity [Section 408(1)]. 

In exceptional cases the Curia may permit a “review” even if the grounds for 
exclusion of such review specified in Section 408 are met, provided that the law 
does not exclude “review” for other reasons. The Curia permits “review” if the 
examination of the violation affecting the merits of the case is justified

a) in order to ensure the uniformity of jurisprudence or the development of 
jurisprudence,

b) due to the specific gravity or social relevance of the legal issue raised,
c) – in the absence of a decision by the appellate court – due to the need for 

preliminary ruling procedure by the Court of Justice of the European 
Union, or

d) because of a judgment provision deviating from the Curia’s published 
jurisprudence.

In order to avoid deviations in the permission practice of the Curia’s various judicial 
panels, the Curia’s Civil Department had adopted Opinion No. 2/2017. (IX.13.) PK 
on certain questions related to permission-of-review already before the entry into force 
of the new procedural code.
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2. The entry into force of Act No. I of 2017 on Administrative Court Procedure 

Act No. I of 2017 on Administrative Court Procedure entered into force on 
1 January 2018. Chapter XIX of the Act governs “review” by the Curia as a 
form of extraordinary remedy available against final court decisions by alleging 
a violation of law [Section 115(1)]. Before the entry into force of the Act on 
Administrative Court Procedure, the Curia reviewed final court decisions 
adopted in administrative lawsuits according to the special procedural rules set 
out in Chapter XX of Act No. III of 1952 (former Code of Civil Procedure). 

A new element of the regulation is that in administrative lawsuits the Curia shall 
only “admit” a petition for review if the examination of the violation affecting 
the merits of the case is justified

a) in order to ensure the uniformity of jurisprudence or the development of 
jurisprudence,

b) due to the specific gravity or social relevance of the legal issue raised,
c) due to the need for preliminary ruling procedure by the Court of Justice 

of the European Union, or
d) because of a judgment provision deviating from the Curia’s published 

jurisprudence.

Although the admissibility grounds listed in the Act on Administrative Court Procedure 
are almost verbatim identical with the permission grounds specified in the new Code 
of Civil Procedure, there is a significant difference between the application of the two 
legal institutions. While the Code of Civil Procedure allows to examine certain cases 
falling within the scope of the Code and being, as a rule, excluded from review, in 
administrative cases the existence of an admissibility ground is always a prerequisite 
condition for review.
It is an important change that the procedures governing the examination of conflicts 
of municipal decrees with other legislation and the failure of municipalities to comply 
with their law-making obligations – which fall into the Curia’s competence as of 1 
January 2012 – are regulated in Chapter XXV of the Act on Administrative Court 
Procedure. 

3. The entry into force of Act No. XC of 2017 on Criminal Procedure 

Act No. XC of 2017 on Criminal Procedure entered into force on 1 July 2018. 
Part Seventeen [Sections  626-631] of the new Code of Criminal Procedure 
provides for the possibility of appeal against a second and third instance court 
order quashing an order. 

If the order quashing an order or remitting a case to the first or second instance 
court has been taken by a regional court of appeal, appeal against such orders 
shall be determined by the Curia.
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 + THE CURIA’S CASELOAD 

The Curia’s Departments receive several thousand cases every year, most of which 
are petitions for review. In 2018, of the 7,586 cases received, 5,954 were review 
cases; of the 7,862 cases closed, 6,306 were review cases. Despite the significant 
caseload, most of the review cases (almost 90%) were closed within a year.

The Curia’s caseload between 2014 and 2018
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Criminal 
Department 1840 1796 240 2006 1962 284 1881 1880 285 1964 1902 347 1658 1719 286

Administrative 
and Labour 
Department, 
Administrative 
Section

2077 2238 803 1968 1889 882 1978 1949 911 1851 1768 994 2125 1909 1210

Administrative 
and Labour 
Department, 
Municipal 
cases *

66 68 14 70 63 21 52 60 13 38 45 6 42 40 8

Administrative 
and Labour 
Department, 
Labour Section 

679 809 326 722 735 313 916 710 519 741 785 475 572 727 320

Civil 
Department, 
Civil Section

2614 2594 1029 2666 2604 1091 3201 2902 1390 3334 2908 1816 2617 2820 1613

Civil 
Department, 
Economic 
Section

433 454 136 373 388 121 922 690 353 784 765 372 572 647 297

Total 7709 7959 2548 7805 7641 2712 8950 8191 3471 8712 8173 4010 7586 7862 3734

* As of 1 January 2012, a Municipal Judicial Panel under Section 45(1) of the on the Organisation and Administration 
of Courts operates at the Curia. The figures in the table show that the number of municipal cases is significantly 
less than the number of review cases.
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 +  A SELECTION OF THE CURIA’S 
DECISIONS ADOPTED IN INDIVIDUAL 
CASES

The Curia’s Departments receive several thousand cases every year. In 2018, 
of the 7,586 cases received, 5,954 were review cases; of the 7,862 cases closed, 
6,306 were review cases.

CIVIL SECTION

The definition of ‘participating in traffic’  
(BH 2018.251., Pfv.III.21.055/2017.)

On 26  September 2011, outside the municipality of T. in an area closed to 
public traffic, the plaintiff’s father was standing behind the left rear wheel of 
a standing agricultural tractor, the motor of which was running. As he was 
setting the towed rotary tiller in position for transport, the driver’s foot slipped 
off the clutch. The vehicle, in reverse gear, lurched backward and drove over 
the plaintiff’s father, who suffered injuries requiring treatment for more than 
8 days. The vehicle operator had concluded vehicle liability insurance with the 
defendant. The Curia’s position is that the proceeding courts had correctly found 
that the damages subject to the claim were caused by a vehicle suitable for use on 
public roads and the primary purchase of which is agricultural work; however, 
the proceeding courts incorrectly found that the defendant bore no liability for 
the risk.
Under Section 15(f) of the Vehicle Liability Insurance Act, the insurance policy 
does not extend to damages incurred when the vehicle is being used as work 
equipment and is not participating in traffic. Thus, law excludes liability for 
insurance if two conditions are collectively met: that the vehicle is not being 
used in traffic and that it is being used as work equipment.
The Vehicle Liability Insurance Act serves to provide compliance with the 
applicable pieces of EU legislation (directives). If the European Union directive is 
transposed into Member State law in a manner compliant with the directive and 
with the suitable contents, the national court does not apply the given directive 
directly to disputes within the Member State but is liable for interpreting the 
national law in line with the directive. The pieces of national legislation that 
transpose the directive have to be applied in line with the directive’s provisions 
and their interpretation by the European Court of Justice even if the legal 
entity is not entitled to validate its substantive right derived from EU law with 
a direct reference to the directive. In line with the above, Section 15(f) of the 
Vehicle Liability Insurance Act can be interpreted only by taking into account 
the relevant decisions of the Court of Justice of the European Union.
The Curia, after reviewing the applicable jurisprudence of the European Court 
of Justice and with reference to judgment no. Pfv.VIII.20.975/2005/6 published 
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under number BH2006. 152, found that in the case subject to the claim, the 
tractor that caused the accident was, at the moment the accident happened, not 
involved in a workflow process that constitutes it being used as work equipment. 
The vehicle’s backward movement took place at a time when the vehicle was 
in its “hazardous operating power mode” (for performing hazardous activities), 
which is the mode used for the vehicle’s usual transport functions. According 
to the interpretation provided by the Court of Justice of the European Union in 
compliance with the directive, this method of use, regardless of the legal nature 
of the section of the road in question, qualifies as participating in traffic. As 
the accident was caused by the driver in the course of driving the vehicle in a 
typically driving-oriented manner and not when using it as work equipment, the 
defendant was found to be liable under the liability insurance contract for the 
damages subject to the claim as the conjunctive conditions under Section 15(f) 
of the Vehicle Liability Insurance Act were not met.

The publication of photographs of police officers in the news  
(BH 2018.248., Pfv.IV.21.953/2017.)

In its final judgment no. 2.Pf.20.656/2012/7 the Budapest Regional Court of 
Appeal concluded that the defendant had violated the plaintiff police officers’ 
personality right to their own image by publishing photographs in a recognisable 
manner about them in action as securing a demonstration without their 
preliminary permission on a website operated by him.
Proceeding upon a constitutional complaint submitted against the above 
judgement, the Constitutional Court found it unconstitutional and consequently 
annulled it by Constitutional Court decision no. 28/2014 of 29 September 2014 
(hereinafter referred to as the first Constitutional Court decision).
In its reopened proceedings, the Budapest Regional Court of Appeal considered 
the criteria laid down by the first Constitutional Court decision, but decided 
to deliver a new judgement with a content identical to that of its earlier, 
unconstitutional judgement in which it had upheld the first instance court’s 
judgement finding in favour of the plaintiffs.
Acting upon the defendant’s petition for review, the Curia, in its judgment 
no. Pfv.IV.20.121/2016/3, upheld the regional appellate court’s new judgement. 
Proceeding upon a novel constitutional complaint submitted against the 
Curia’s above judgement, the Constitutional Court found it unconstitutional 
and consequently annulled it by Constitutional Court decision no. 3/2017 of 
21 February 2017 (hereinafter referred to as the second Constitutional Court 
decision).
In its reopened proceedings, the Curia quashed the final judgement, reversed 
the first instance court’s judgement and rejected the plaintiffs’ claim. The Curia 
maintained its position that it did not follow from the relevant pieces of legislation 
that, in the proceedings reopened after the annulment of its judgement by the 
Constitutional Court, an ordinary court could not reach a conclusion identical 
to that obtained earlier by duly taking into account the constitutional assessment 
criteria laid down by the Constitutional Court’s applicable decision. The Curia 
argued that the ordinary courts seized with the case and the Constitutional 
Court had taken a different view on the constitutional and statutory issues of 
the restrictions on the freedom of the press on grounds of the protection of 
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personality rights deriving from human dignity. The Curia agrees in principle 
with the primacy of the freedom of the press and the right to information of 
public interest over the protection of privacy. The relevant Hungarian legislation 
in force, on the other hand, gives preference to personality rights arising from 
the safeguarding of human dignity over press freedom by requiring the prior 
consent of any person – except for public figures – for the publication of an 
image or voice-recording concerning them (section 80 of the former Civil Code, 
section 2:48 of the new Civil Code). The aforementioned provisions do not allow 
for additional exemptions from the requirement of prior consent. Due to the 
statutory limitations on the freedom of the press, the Constitutional Court was 
forced to strike a fair balance between these fundamental human rights. The 
second Constitutional Court decision took the assessment criteria laid down by 
the first Constitutional Court decision into due account and established, with 
reference to section 39, subsection (1) of the Act on the Constitutional Court, 
the primacy of the freedom of the press to inform the public over the plaintiffs’ 
personality right to their own image in the case at hand, hence, it decided on 
the very merits of the legal dispute. As a result, the plaintiffs are not entitled to 
enforce their personality right to their own image on the basis of section 80 of 
the former Civil Code in the present case.
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ECONOMIC SECTION

The conclusion of foreign currency-based contracts 
(BH 2018.230., Gfv.VII.30.284/2017.)

With its final application, the plaintiff requested that the court find, among 
others, that the loan contract in question had not been validly concluded and 
the points indicated in the claim had not become parts of the contract. The 
plaintiff stated that the loan contract had not been validly concluded because 
the parties’ joint and unanimous will had not been expressed in regard to the 
amount of the loan and the amounts of the instalments. 
According to the plaintiff, the proceeding courts applied Section 205(1) and (2) 
of the Civil Code unlawfully, as it could not be established that the disputed 
contract had been concluded. The position of the Curia is that if, following 
the conclusion of the contract, the defendant fulfilled its primary obligation of 
disbursing the amount of the loan and the plaintiff commenced its obligation 
of paying the instalments, it cannot be determined years later that - due to 
reasons specified by the plaintiff - the contract had not been validly concluded 
between the parties in absence of substantial content elements. The fact that the 
contract did not specify the exact foreign currency exchange rate but specified 
only the fact that disbursement and the payment of instalments would take 
place at the exchange rate valid as at the settlement of the transaction does 
not in itself mean that the parties had not agreed on the applicable exchange 
rate. The application of the two exchange rates has to be understood not as 
grounds for finding that the contract had not been validly concluded but as 
partial nullity of the contract. However, Section 3 of Act XXXVIII of 2014 on 
the Resolution of Questions Relating to the Uniformity Decision of the Curia 
Regarding Consumer Loan Contracts of Financial Institutions (hereinafter: 
Act DH1) ruled out the possibility of using this as grounds for partial nullity, 
meaning the invalidity of the contract can no longer be examined on its basis. 
Due to Section  4 of Act DH1, the unfairness of the provisions pertaining to 
unilateral contract amendment and the subsequent settlement can also no longer 
be examined.
The parties had validly entered into a foreign currency-based loan contract, 
which can be determined on the basis of numerous contractual provisions. The 
exchange rate specified in the contract also proves that the debtor’s debt is 
registered in a foreign currency, with interest payable in a foreign currency, even 
though the loan was extended and the instalments were paid in Hungarian 
forints. This fact, also taking into account the contents of point 1 of Civil Legal 
Uniformity Decision No. 6/2013, means that the parties had concluded a foreign 
currency-based loan/credit contract. The court does not have to examine, and 
is not able to examine, every single contract to determine whether a foreign 
currency-based loan contract had been concluded and whether there had been 
specific foreign currency funds as the basis of the transaction.
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CRIMINAL DEPARTMENT

Criminal proceedings against a doctor who used a basic solution to attack his 
victim (EBH 2018.B.27., Bfv.I.690/2018.)

With its judgment promulgated on 4 May 2016, the tribunal found the accused 
guilty of battery with malice aforethought resulting in permanent disability and 
serious health impairment (in violation of Section 164(1) of the Criminal Code 
and qualifying as such under the second part of subsection  (6)(a) and  (d) of 
the same) and of theft (in violation of Section 366(1)(b) of the Criminal Code). 
The defendant was therefore sentenced to a cumulative sentence of four years 
imprisonment, deprivation of civil rights for six years, and a five-year prohibition 
from practicing the medical profession with the provision that the time of the 
imprisonment had to be spent in a medium security prison and the defendant 
would be eligible for parole only after two-thirds of the sentence (calculated in 
the number of days) had been served. The court also decided on including the 
amount of time spent by the accused in preliminary detention, on evidence, and 
on the bearing of the criminal costs advanced by the state.
According to the merits of the statement of facts, the accused had gone to his 
ex-girlfriend’s apartment and, after entering, grabbed her by the neck and forced 
her onto her back, threatening to cut her throat if she screamed; he then lay her 
on her stomach, bound her hands with cables ties he had brought with him, 
taped her legs together and her mouth shut with tape he had also brought with 
him, and injected Ketamine, used expressly during operations as an anaesthetic 
and pain reliever, and Midazolam, to counter the hallucinogen effects of the 
Ketamine and also to act as an anaesthetic, into her thigh with a needle he also 
brought with him. He carried the now unconscious victim into the bathroom, 
where he completely undressed her, lay her in the tub, and poured an unknown 
base solution onto her genitals and the surrounding area. He then carried the 
still naked victim into the room, wrapped her in a blanket, and placed her on 
a sofa. He then left the apartment, locking the door behind him. Due to being 
doused with the basic solution, the victim suffered 2nd and 3rd degree burns 
on her lower abdomen, abdominal wall, vulvar region, perineal region, the first 
third of her vaginal cavity, the upper and inner parts of both thighs, and her 
right foot, which resulted in life-threatening injuries. Due to her burns, the 
functions of the victim’s genitals have become severely restricted and her sexual 
life has become permanently limited. The victim has undergone a number of 
corrective surgeries; her injuries have left with a permanent disability and a 
severe health impairment.
In the second-instance proceedings, resumed upon remittal of the case, with 
its judgment of 22  February 2018 the regional court of appeal changed the 
first instance judgment: it found the accused guilty of the crime of a violation 
of personal freedom under Section 194(1) of the Criminal Code and of illegal 
entry into private property under Section 194(1) of the Criminal Code, of the 
crime of causing bodily harm under Section 164(1) of the Criminal Code and 
life-threatening battery under subsection  (8) of the same Section, the criminal 
offence with an authentic instrument under Section 346(1)(c) of the Criminal 
Code, and the misdemeanour of unlawful theft of non-cash means of payment as 
specified under Section 393(1)(a) of the Criminal Code; the judgment increased 
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the length of the imprisonment to nine years, of the deprivation of civil rights 
to nine years, and the ban from the medical profession in  perpetuum. In the 
interest of obtaining a longer sentence and a longer ban for the deprivation of 
civil rights for the accused, the public prosecutor submitted an appeal against 
the judgment of second instance; the accused and the defence appealed the 
same primarily to obtain acquittal for the defendant and secondarily to have 
the judgments of first and second instance repealed and have the court of first 
instance conduct new proceedings.
In the third-instance proceedings the Curia changed the judgment of the regional 
court of appeal and found the accused guilty of theft under Section 366(1)(c) 
of the Criminal Code and of violating personal freedom under Section 194(2)
(b) and (d) of the Criminal Code; it increased the term of incarceration to 
eleven years and the deprivation of civil rights to ten years while upholding the 
remaining part of the second instance judgment.

Starvation of a child, the so-called “light-eater case” 
(Bfv.I.1182/2017., BH 2018.325.) 

The first and the second accused were married on 5 August 2010 and moved in 
with the parents of the first accused, the third and fourth accused. The family 
strayed from traditional medicine and only seldom sought the help of doctors; 
they preferred homeopathic and natural medicine. During her pregnancy, the 
first accused did not visit her general practitioner on a single occasion for the 
internal medicine examinations. Their child was born on 16  September 2011, 
and the parents and grandparents made joint decisions on the child’s care, diet, 
and the selection of medical professionals. 
They requested the sixth accused to provide postnatal care, who was practicing 
medicine as a paediatrician in a general practitioner’s office in B., preferred 
homeopathic remedies, and accepted the child under his/her care even though 
the child was not from his/her territory with the provision that any examinations 
would be conducted in the child’s home. As the paediatrician did not drive, 
the grandparents provided transportation on occasion of the examinations. The 
first health assessment was carried out more than two weeks after the baby was 
born. The paediatrician determined the baby’s Apgar score based on information 
provided by relatives. The doctor noted no physical alterations in the internal 
organs. After 17  February 2012, the sixth accused did not check whether the 
examinations required by the ultrasound and laboratory referrals (s)he provided 
had been carried out. The paediatrician did not ask the parents whether they 
had had the examinations performed and did not exercise the right to download 
the baby’s patient history, which would have shed light on whether the ordered 
examinations had been performed. As a result, the child did not participate in 
the customary one-year screening, and the parents were not notified by registered 
mail about the due date and necessity of further medical examinations. 
Subsequently, the sixth accused, despite being unable to contact the third accused 
and his/her family and being unable to perform the customary medical check-
up after 30  July 2012 (they did not answer the phone and did not return the 
sixth accused’s calls), did not notify child welfare services. After being informed 
of the child’s foot oedema by the third accused over the phone (18 July 2012), 
which raised the question of starvation and malnutrition, no steps were taken 
to have the child admitted to hospital. The sixth accused noticed the child’s 
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developmental regression by the time the baby was nine months old and recorded 
the apparent abnormal developmental symptoms but still failed to take concrete 
steps to uncover the reasons behind the abnormal physical and psychomotor 
development. The fact that the paediatrician was still unable to contact the 
family and that they rejected starting medical examinations was not evaluated 
as a threat that would have required notifying the child welfare system, even 
though paediatricians are obligated to file a report on the grounds of child 
endangerment if they find that provided instructions are not being followed or 
that child healthcare services are being impeded or refused. The sixth accused 
failed to do so. No doctor saw, examined, or treated the child after 26  June 
2012 until the time of his/her death on 14 April 2013. No acceptable documents 
certifying the child’s condition were available. 
After the first, second, third, and fourth accused parties decided to contact a 
doctor, the third accused found the fifth accused party’s website online, which 
stated that (s)he is a bioenergy “doctor’” dealing with natural medicines. At the 
time of the incident, the fifth accused did not have a valid operating licence. 
The third accused visited the fifth accused party’s offices in B. for the first time 
on 31 May and again on 12 July 2012. The third accused received homeopathic 
remedies not only for his/her own complaints, but also for those of the first, 
second, and fourth accused parties, as well as his/her grandchild. The fifth 
accused diagnosed the victim with acid reflux, for which (s)he recommended 
homeopathic treatment, even though at the time the fifth accused had not yet 
seen the victim and no diagnosis made by a doctor was available. The fifth 
accused first visited the home of the first, second, third, and fourth accused 
parties in October 2012 at the request of the third accused, to assess and treat 
the state of the child. The fifth accused then paid weekly visits. During the very 
first visit, the fifth accused was surprised at how thin the child was and that there 
were no soft pads on his face. The first, second, third, and fourth accused parties 
informed the fifth accused that the situation had been like this ever since the child 
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was six months old; they also stated the he was regularly seen by a doctor, though 
they did not disclose the doctor’s name or contact information. The practitioner 
did not come up with a diagnosis and treated the child only for a lack of appetite. 
The fifth accused did not consult with the child’s doctor regarding the sickness 
and the applied treatment, nor did (s)he document the results of such treatments 
or his/her recommendations. Upon seeing the child’s undernourishment and 
underdeveloped motor functions, (s)he performed a status assessment, diagnosed 
digestive issues and acid reflux, and recommended homeopathic treatment for 
the child’s troubled sleep. The assessment was performed with a tool called a 
bioindicator (a metal rod), which (s)he waved over the child’s body to strengthen 
his/her immune system. According to the testimony given by the first, second, 
third, and fourth accused parties, the child’s vomiting, greenish excrement, and 
drooling stopped after a couple of months. However, he still did not gain any 
weight and remained scrawny. 
Around noon on 14 April 2013, the first, third, and fourth accused parties saw 
that the child was not feeling well. They therefore called the fifth accused, who, 
upon hearing of the child’s symptoms over the phone, thought that the child 
was not getting enough oxygen, and asked that (s)he be updated on the child’s 
condition every two hours. When the fifth accused was informed that the child 
was foaming at the mouth, (s)he happened to be in the company of a doctor, 
who recommended - gave emphatic instructions - that they call an ambulance. 
The fifth accused had been aware of the fact that the child had not been seen 
by a doctor since (s)he had turned one year old. The third accused called an 
ambulance at 2:02 pm, which arrived at the scene at 2:12 pm. Even before their 
arrival, the on-call doctor notified by the ambulance had started resuscitation, 
and then handed over the child to the paramedics. After failing to resuscitate 
him for more than one hour, the victim passed away at 3:15 pm on 14  April 
2013. At the time of death, the eighteen-month old child weighed 4.49 kg and 
was 69  cm tall. His death was caused by acute circulatory dysfunction as a 
result of weight loss, undernourishment, protein deficit, and dehydration. The 
child had not been healthy prior to his death and suffered from external and 
internal hydrocephalus, cerebrospinal fluid build-up, enlarged fontanelle, and 
atrophy of the brain. 
In its judgment of 12 May 2016, the tribunal found the fifth accused guilty as an 
accomplice and guilty of professional misconduct causing imminent danger to 
life [Section 165(1) and (2)(b) as well as Section 14(2) of the Criminal Code], for 
which (s)he was sentenced to two years imprisonment suspended for a probation 
of three years and prohibited from practicing the bioenergy profession for five 
years; the sixth accused was found guilty of professional misconduct causing 
imminent danger to life [Section 165(1) of the Criminal Code] and was sentenced 
to one year imprisonment suspended for a probation of two years; the defendant 
was granted an expungement.
Proceeding on the basis of the appeals submitted both for and against the accused 
parties, the appellate court changed the decision of first instance with its judgment 
passed on 27 April 2017: it qualified the actions of the fifth accused as a felony 
of professional misconduct causing imminent danger to life [Section  165(1), 
(2)(b), and the second part of (3) of the Criminal Code] and increased the 
sentence to three years imprisonment and deprivation of civil rights for three 
years, specifying that the imprisonment was to be served in a medium security 
prison. It also did away with the provision pertaining to the suspension of the 
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imprisonment, extended the prohibition of practicing professional activities to 
unconventional activities, and increased its duration in perpetuum; the sentence 
of imprisonment imposed upon the sixth accused was lowered to six months. In 
all other respects, it upheld the parts of the first instance decision pertaining to 
these accused parties but quashed the provision pertaining to the legal fees and 
instructed the court of first instance to conduct the relevant special proceedings 
to determine their amount.
The Curia found that the accused who had no medical degree but considered 
himself/herself a bioenergy expert was guilty of the intent to cause an emergency 
situation and the crime of professional misconduct causing imminent danger to 
life and resulting in death as (s)he, despite the dire situation of the child under 
his/her care and the child’s need for medical care, set up an incorrect diagnosis 
instead of recommending medical treatment and involving a paediatrician, and 
then upheld the emergency situation that resulted from starvation (and from 
his/her intervention) instead of bringing it to an end [Section 165(1), (2)(b), and 
the second part of (3) of the Criminal Code]. As regards the misdemeanour of 
professional misconduct, the Curia found the accused guilty not only because 
of a violation of the professional rules pertaining to “direct medical care.” The 
violation of the rules in connection with the medical activities and aimed at 
treating patients and preventing direct threats (such as failing to exercise the 
possibility of forcing treatment on the child by reporting the case to child welfare 
services, which option was available to the general practitioner) is also sufficient 
for finding the accused guilty of the crime of causing imminent danger through 
professional misconduct. The imminent threat specified by law can be the result 
of not only an active conduct but can also be caused by omission, when the 
perpetrator fails to take action (remains passive). This entails a failure to comply 
with an obligation and the failure to act with reasonable care [Section 165(1) of 
the Criminal Code].
Based on the above, the Curia found the petitions for review submitted on behalf 
of the fifth and sixth defendants to be ill-founded, therefore it upheld the parts 
of the decisions pertaining to these defendants, in line with Section 426 of the 
Code of Criminal Procedure.
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Camera operator filming at the border 
(EBH 2018.B.5., Bfv.III.796/2018.)

By its judgment taken at a public hearing on 30 October 2018 the Curia’s 
review bench determined the petition for review filed by the defence counsel 
and acquitted the camera operator for lack of criminal offence from the charge 
of misdemeanour disorderly conduct. On 8 September 2015 at Röszke border 
crossing the camera operator, while broadcasting about a mass migration at the 
Serbian-Hungarian border in the midst of the rush of several hundred migrants 
fleeing the police measures, kicked two persons in the leg and attempted to kick 
another person, after one of those persons pushed her aside.
The Curia has found that the first and the second instance courts violated the 
rules of substantive criminal law in having found the defendant guilty of the 
misdemeanour offence of disorderly conduct and having imposed a measure 
(probation) on her for the commission of that offence. For in the absence of 
the element of ‘outrageous antisociality’ the defendant’s conduct did not amount 
to misdemeanour disorderly conduct but to an illicit and morally improper 
conduct having constituted the administrative offence of ‘causing disturbance’. 
That administrative offence, however, had, meanwhile become time-barred, 
therefore proceedings had to be discontinued.
Not sharing the defence’s position, the Curia has been of the opinion that the 
conduct cannot be regarded to have constituted criminal self-defence, which 
is an obstacle to punishability, because not the defendant’s conduct but the 
chaotic rush of the several hundred migrants fleeing the police measure is to 
be regarded as having been antisocial. When the defendant interfered in an 
already disruptive situation she did not become the cause of the chaos that was 
already ongoing, and her improper reaction was not unique or outrageous in 
that situation.
According to the established jurisprudence, in the absence of the element of 
‘outrageous antisociality’, even violent conducts suitable for causing indignation 
or alarm shall not constitute a criminal misdemeanour of disorderly conduct. 
And this is what happened in the case at issue, too. The indignation and 
negative opinions expressed subsequently, following the media coverage and the 
interpretations of the events did not form part of the charge, therefore they 
were not evaluated under the rules of criminal law. The sentiments that may be 
stirred by subsequent media reports are consequences that cannot be evaluated 
by the courts.
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ADMINISTRATIVE SECTION

Providing possibilities for organisations participating in elections to make 
media appearances during election campaign periods  
(Kvk.I.37.353/2018/2.)

As regards compliance with the requirements of the Election Act in cases of 
linear media services, the programme series have to be examined instead of the 
individual programmes. When determining the connection between individual 
programmes and programme series, it becomes possible to evaluate individual 
programmes suitable for comparison from the aspect of the case.
The National Election Office (NVB) rightly came to the conclusion that during 
campaign periods programmes dealing with political and public topics cannot 
provide possibilities for appearances to only certain parties and nominating 
organisations. Such conduct is in violation of Section  2(1)(c) of the Election 
Act. As regards the issue of penalties, the NVB’s decision did not meet the 
requirements pertaining to decisions given in discretion. The justification did 
not provide a cause either for imposing a fine or for determining its amount. 
On 13  March 2018, a private person applicant submitted an objection to the 
National Election Office (hereinafter: NVB) for a violation of the fundamental 
principles under Section 2(2)(c) and (e) of Act XXXVI of 2013 on the Election 
Procedure (hereinafter: Election Act). The applicant stated that in certain MTVA 
M1 programmes, representatives from the FIDESZ-KDNP party, government 
representatives, and analysts linked to the government made regular appearances 
during the parliamentary election campaign. The applicant indicated a total of 
11 programmes between 28 February and 13 March 2018 where the persons on 
the programme conducted campaign activities on behalf of the FIDESZ-KDNP 
party, in the course of which they mentioned the Jobbik Magyarországért 
Mozgalom [Movement for a Better Hungary] party (hereinafter: Jobbik) and 
made negative comments about both Jobbik and opposition parties. However, 
Jobbik was not afforded a single opportunity to appear or react in the programme 
and no opposition-party politicians were invited, either. The NVB partly upheld 
the objection and in its decision it found, on the basis of Section  152(1)(c) of 
the Election Act, that by failing to provide a possibility for Jobbik to appear 
in the programmes between 28  February and 13  March 2018, the applicant 
was in violation of the equal opportunities provision under Section  2(1)(c) 
of the Election Act. The NVB prohibited the applicant from continuing the 
violation and obligated it to publish the operative part of the decision prior to 
the programme in M1’s media service within three days of its promulgation.
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Upon the complainant’s request for judicial review the Curia upheld NVB 
decision no. 510/2018 but cancelled the imposition of the fine. The Curia found 
that, as regards compliance with the requirements of the Election Act in cases of 
linear media services not the individual programmes but the programme series 
have to be examined. When determining the connection between individual 
programmes and programme series, it becomes possible to evaluate individual 
programmes suitable for comparison from the aspect of the case. The National 
Election Office (NVB) rightly came to the conclusion that during campaign 
periods programmes dealing with political and public topics cannot provide 
possibilities for appearances to only certain parties and nominating organisations. 
Such conduct is in violation of Section 2(1)(c) of the Election Act. As regards the 
issue of penalties, the NVB’s decision did not meet the requirements pertaining 
to decisions taken in discretion. The justification did not provide a cause either 
for imposing a fine or for determining its amount.

Taxation for cash withdrawn from a business association’s bank account 
(Kfv.I.35.328/2018/10.)

When cash is withdrawn from a business association’s bank account, the 
withdrawn amount qualifies as the taxpayer’s income for which personal income 
tax is payable until such time as the taxpayer provides credible proof that 
settlement of the amount has been provided in line with the Accounting Act, 
or provides direct and exact proof that such moneys were used in the company’s 
interests.
On a number of occasions the plaintiff withdrew, both personally and by way 
of its representatives, money amounting to millions of Hungarian forints from 
the business associations in which it owned shares and/or filled the position 
of managing director. At the plaintiff, the tax authority conducted an ex post 
investigation of personal income tax and percentage-based healthcare contribution 
tax returns. As a result, the tax authority obligated the plaintiff to pay the tax 
difference determined to be a tax deficit, the tax penalty, and a late fee. The tax 
authority subjected the amounts withdrawn from the bank account (from which 
the amount paid by the plaintiff were subtracted) to taxes as other income under 
the rules of Act CXVII of 1995 on Personal Income Tax. In its reasoning, it 
stressed that to determine that money had been withdrawn from the company, 
it was sufficient if it was not proven that the amount of money certifiably due 
the company was not used for the company’s activities. The taxable person had 
to prove the tax exemption of the amount thus withdrawn, which the plaintiff 
failed to credibly do.
The first instance court, proceeding upon the plaintiff’s request for judicial 
review, agreed with the defendant’s position and rejected the plaintiff’s action. 
In its reasoning it stressed that the settlement of the plaintiff with the companies 
could only have been proven with authentic cash vouchers issued in a timely 
manner, pertaining expressly to the cash withdrawal, and kept according to 
strict accounting rules.
The Curia determined the plaintiff’s petition for review and upheld the final 
decision. In its reasoning it pointed out that according to the uniform practice 
developed on the basis of the review court’s former decisions, the amounts 
withdrawn by managing directors or their agents from the accounts of business 
associations have to be recorded and accounted on the basis of strict accounting 
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documents and in a documented and identifiable manner. The defendant is 
liable for proving the withdrawal; however, the plaintiff is liable for proving that 
the money was used in the business association’s interests. Otherwise, amounts 
withdrawn from the account appear as income at the plaintiff, which are then 
subject to personal income tax. In the case at hand, the plaintiff was unable 
to credibly prove with suitable documents that the amounts withdrawn from 
the business associations in question had been settled with such companies. 
Similarly to previous practices, it was not the accounting deficiencies that can be 
determined under the provisions of Act C of 2000 on Accounting (Accounting 
Act) that the Curia found fault with, but rather, when assessing the evidence, 
took into consideration whether the documents pertaining to the withdrawn 
amounts had been issued and accounted in accordance with the requirements 
of the Accounting Act. The Curia also refuted the plaintiff’s reasoning that as a 
private person, (s)he was not subject to the obligation for retaining documents. 
When handling the funds of business associations, thus especially when cash is 
withdrawn from a bank account, the person obtaining the money bears special 
responsibility for certifying accountability; it is in the person’s fundamental 
interest to retain documents that subsequently prove that settlement has taken 
place. 
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LABOUR SECTION

Executive employees’ liability for damage  
(Mfv.II.10.059/2017.)

The plaintiff had been employed by the defendant for an indefinite period of time 
and worked as a Managing Director starting from 26 July 2011. On 8 May 2012, 
the plaintiff concluded a health insurance policy for the defendant’s employees. 
The annual fee of this service amounted to HUF 6,384,424, the first instalment 
of which the plaintiff transferred to the insurance company on 15 May 2012; 
the remaining HUF  3,192,212 was transferred on 30  November 2012. The 
defendant, or rather its founder and owner, was not aware of the conclusion of 
the health insurance policy and the transfer of the money.
In its founder’s resolution the defendant set forth that the Managing Director may 
conclude contracts, make unilateral statements involving contractual obligations, 
and undertake commitments only with the prior approval (initialling) of the 
company’s legal representative. In its claim, the plaintiff requested that the 
defendant be ordered to provide financial compensation in lieu of vacation days.
In its counterclaim, the defendant requested that the plaintiff be ordered 
to pay compensation in an amount of HUF  3,192,212. In its judgment the 
administrative and labour court ordered the defendant to provide compensation 
in  lieu of the vacation days. It obligated the plaintiff to pay a compensation 
amount of HUF  2,527,131 and its late interest but rejected the defendant’s 
counterclaim in all other respects. In the reasoning of the judgment the court 
stated, on the basis of Sections 191 and 192/A(1) of Act XXII of 1992 on the 
Labour Code (former Labour Code) and Section 339(1) of Act  IV of 1959 on 
the Civil Code (Civil Code), that the plaintiff was liable for the damage it caused 
as part of its executive activities under the rules of civil law. When concluding 
the health insurance contract, the plaintiff did not proceed as it would have 
been expected in the given case, did not proceed by taking the defendant’s 
best business interests into account, and violated the provisions of the founder’s 
resolution and instructions, by which conduct it caused damage to the employer. 
From the HUF  3,192,212 transferred by the plaintiff on 30  November 2012, 
the first instance court deducted the HUF 665,081 refunded by the insurance 
provider following the termination of the contract.
In its judgment the appellate court changed the appealed part of the first 
instance judgment and rejected the defendant’s counterclaims in their entirety. 
As to the defendant’s counterclaims the appellate court pointed out that the 
plaintiff was liable for damage caused in connection with an executive position 
under Section 339(1) of the Civil Code; however, the defendant failed to prove 
that it suffered damage resulting directly from the plaintiff’s unlawful conduct. 
The Curia, proceeding upon the defendant’s petition for review, quashed the 
appellate judgment provision having changed part of the first instance judgment, 
rejected the defendant’s counterclaims in their entirety, and upheld the judgment 
of the administrative and labour court. 
In the reasoning of its judgment the Curia stated that employees’ liability for 
damage was governed by the rules in force at the time of the performance of 
the damage-causing conduct. If the date of the performance of the damage-
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causing conduct could not be determined, the provisions in force at the time 
of the occurrence of the damage were applicable. In the case at hand, the 
damage was caused by the plaintiff on 30 November 2012, when the money was 
transferred to the insurance provider contrary to the provisions of the founder’s 
resolution. Therefore the reference by the courts having acted in the case to the 
violation of Section 339(1) of the Civil Code was incorrect, because the plaintiff’s 
damage-causing conduct was to be determined on the basis of Section  179(1) 
of Act  I of 2012 on the Labour Code, with the provisio that compliance with 
the conditions set out in Section 179(1) of the Labour Code, the occurrence of 
damage and the existence of causal connection (Section  179(2) of the Labour 
Code) was to be proved by the employer. The defendant did comply with this 
obligation of proving. Damage did occur upon the transfer of the second part 
of the insurance fee. In contrast to the legal position of the tribunal, the welfare 
service provided to the employees constituted damage because no decision by the 
owners for providing such a service to the employees existed and no such intent 
on their part was proved, consequently the defendant’s assets were decreased 
despite its will.
In contrast to the provision of Section  192/A(1) of the former Labour Code 
stating that executives are liable under civil law for the damage caused as part of 
their management activities, the Labour Code in force at the time the damage 
was caused contained no reference to the rules of civil law in the context of 
executives’ liability for damage. As compared to general employee liability, 
Section 209(4) lays down more stringent rules for damage caused by negligence, 
since it states that executives are liable for the entire damage in case the damage 
was caused by negligence. According to the burden of proof rule applicable under 
the Labour Code to managing directors’ liability for damage, the employer 
was to prove that the executive had failed to act with the requisite due care, 
that damage had occurred, and that causal connection had existed between the 
conduct and the damage. The defendant complied with this obligation in the 
lawsuit.
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 +  THE CURIA’S JURISPRUDENCE-
HARMONISING ACTIVITIES

The Curia adopts Uniformity Decisions binding on courts and publishes court 
decisions and rulings laying down principles. The supreme judicial body carries 
out jurisprudence analyses, in the framework of which it explores and examines, 
based on final court judgments, the courts’ jurisprudence on various subjects of 
importance. As to the subjects to be examined, the Curia each year receives more 
than one hundred proposals; the work carried out by the jurisprudence-analysing 
working groups is monitored in the Curia’s journal, the Sententiarum Curiae.

UNIFORMITY DECISIONS

Civil Department

Uniformity Decision No. 1/2018.PJE

According to the Uniformity Decision Panel, under Section  86(2) of Act  No. 
III of  1952 on Civil Procedure (hereinafter: Code of Civil Procedure), parties 
enjoying personal duty exemption under Section  5 of Act  No. XCIII of  1990 
on Duties (hereinafter: Duty Act) may not be obliged to pay the unpaid duties 
in enforcement proceedings following civil lawsuits. In case of entities enjoying 
duty exemption under Section 5(1) of the Duty Act, the legislator did not pay 
attention to the internal logic of the judicial (or other authority) procedures or 
the personal and financial conditions specified in the Code of Civil Procedure. 
Personal duty exemption derives directly from the provisions of the Act, extends 
to all procedural duties and duties related to asset acquisitions, and is justified by 
the public-interest nature of the given entity’s activities. The legislator provides 
that exemption holders may not be obliged to pay duties even if otherwise, under 
the rules of the given proceedings, they would be obliged to pay duties [second 
sentence of Section  4(1) of the Duty Act] in view of the scope of the entities 
mentioned above and not in view of the dynamics of the proceedings at issue. 
The personal duty exemption granted under the Duty Act is a separate, special 
substantive law institution from the viewpoint of the Code of Civil Procedure 
which, together with the related provisions of the Duty Act, enjoys priority 
over the rules of the Code of Civil Procedure (lex specialis derogat legi generali). 
The second sentence of Section  4(1) of the Duty Act specifies such a special 
procedural provision when it exempts entities enjoying personal duty exemption 
from advancing and paying duties practically regardless of the subject-matter or 
type of the given proceedings, or the beneficiary’s procedural position.
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Criminal Department

Uniformity Decision No. 1/2018.BJE

Save for military criminal proceedings, a charge shall be lawful even if it has 
been filed by a public prosecutor other than the public prosecutor operating at 
the court of competence and jurisdiction. 
The monopoly of the charge stems from the Fundamental Law. Under Article 29(1) 
of the Fundamental Law, the chief public prosecutor and the prosecution service 
shall be independent and shall contribute to the administration of justice by 
exclusively enforcing the state’s demand for punishment as public accuser. 
Under Article 2(b), the chief public prosecutor and the prosecution service shall 
represent the prosecution in court proceedings.
Under Section 2(1)(d) of Act No. CLXIII of 2011 on the Prosecution Service, 
the prosecution service shall practise the public authority of formal accusation in 
its capacity as public prosecutor; represent the prosecution in court proceedings, 
and exercise the rights of redress reserved for the Prosecution Service in the Code 
of Criminal Procedure. Under Section 28(1) of the Code of Criminal Procedure, 
the public prosecutor shall practise the public authority of formal accusation. 
The public prosecutor files a charge by submitting an indictment to the court 
[Section 217(1) of the Code of Criminal Procedure]. No legal remedy is available 
against the indictment [Section 228(5) of the Code of Criminal Procedure].
Stemming from the Fundamental Law, the chief public prosecutor is responsible 
for distributing the caseload within the prosecutors’ offices. Under Section 8(3) 
of the Act on the Prosecution Service, the chief public prosecutor controls the 
prosecution service’s organisation, operation, and jurisdiction by providing 
instructions within the confines of the law. Accordingly, the second sentence 
of Section  30(1) of the Code of Criminal Procedure specifies that the chief 
public prosecutor determines the organisation of the prosecution service based 
on separate legislation. 
Stemming from the organisational structure and hierarchy of the prosecution 
service, the superior prosecutor (and finally, the chief public prosecutor) may 
revoke or amend the competences of the proceeding prosecutor; the prosecutor 
proceeding in a given case is not independent of the prosecution service or 
the instructions of the superior prosecutors and may be replaced by another 
prosecutor in the proceedings. Under Section 13(1) of the Act on the Prosecution 
Service, superior prosecutors may instruct subordinated prosecutors, may take 
over their competence in any case, and may designate any other subordinated 
prosecutor to the case.
This is reflected in Section  30(3) of the Code of Criminal Procedure, under 
which the prosecutor may, based on the instruction of the chief public prosecutor 
or the superior prosecutor, proceed in a case for which the prosecutor does not 
otherwise have competence or jurisdiction. 
As to the legality of the indictment, for public prosecutors the statutory obligations 
prescribed in addition to the ones specified in Section 30(1) of the Code of 
Criminal Procedures are of relevance. Such obligations are, for example, contained 
in Chapter XXII of the Code of Criminal Procedure governing military criminal 
procedure as a separate procedure, which expressly specifies the persons entitled 
to make a formal accusation.
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Under Section 474(1) of the Code of Criminal Procedure, the military prosecutor 
and the prosecutor designated by the chief public prosecutor for a set of military 
criminal proceedings (hereinafter jointly: military prosecutor) performs the task 
of the prosecution in military criminal proceedings. Moreover, the military 
prosecutor also conducts the investigation personally or has it performed by 
others.
The additional stringent, mainly exclusive provisions specified under 
Section 474(2)-(4a) and Section 477(1)-(2) of the Code of Criminal Procedure 
pertaining to the investigation also deal with the special authorities of the public 
prosecutor. 
Therefore, the violation of the special provisions pertaining to competence 
and jurisdiction in military criminal proceedings constitute a violation of 
the procedural rules pertaining to the prosecutor’s authorisation. [However, 
procedural violations taking place during the investigation do not affect the 
legality of the indictment. (EBH 2011.2299.)] 
Moreover, the prosecutor’s different evaluation (or even error) of competence or 
jurisdiction does not affect the formal legitimacy of the indictment, regardless 
of whether it is based on procedural or substantive law. However, the court 
is obligated to ex  officio continuously examine the absence of competence or 
jurisdiction in its own proceedings and in the reviews of the cases, and to 
take appropriate measures. The applicable provisions of the Code of Criminal 
Procedure [Section  19, Section  264, Section  270(1), Section  308(1), and 
Section  310(1) and  (4)] aim to ensure that cases filed not to the appropriate 
court end up at the appropriate court, as the goal is the proper conduct of the 
proceedings and the successful completion of the cases. 

Uniformity Decision No. 2/2018.BJE

In child pornography felony cases specified in Section  204(1) of Act  No. C 
of 2012 on the Criminal Code (hereinafter: Criminal Code), the fact that the 
conduct involves, regardless of the number of underaged persons in such images, 
more than one pornographic image, shall not result in cumulation. However, 
a single unified offence is only constituted by conducts that violate the same 
statutory elements. Points (a), (b), and (c) of Section  204(1) of the Criminal 
Code describe not identical, but separate statutory elements. 
Points (a), (b), and (c) of Section  204(1) of the Criminal Code govern nine 
different conducts classified, in conformity with the Lanzarote Convention 
and Directive 2011/93/EU, into three groups according to gravity, which are 
threatened with different punishments. Under point (a) of the Section, a person 
who obtains or has in his possession pornographic images of underaged persons is 
punishable by imprisonment not exceeding three years. Under point (b), a person 
who produces, offers, supplies or makes available such images is punishable by 
imprisonment for one to five years. Under point (c), a person who distributes, 
deals with, or makes such images available to the general public is punishable 
by imprisonment for two to eight years. 
If in respect of the same image the perpetrator commits conducts that are 
governed by various points of the Section, the conducts are to be regarded as 
constituting one offence, namely the offence threatened with the most severe 
punishment. 
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If the perpetrator commits the conducts specified under the various points 
of Section  204(1) of the Criminal Code for different images, the conducts 
constituting unified offences under the respective points of that Section shall 
constitute genuine cumulation.
Section 204(2) of the Criminal Code regulates the aggravated case of the child 
pornography conducts that are specified in Section  204(1)(b) of the Criminal 
Code. Section 204(2) provides that the penalty shall be imprisonment for two 
to eight years if the criminal offense specified in subsection (1)(b) is committed 
against a person who is in the care, custody or supervision of or receives medical 
treatment from the perpetrator, or if abuse is made of a recognized position of 
trust, authority, or influence over the victim.
From the statutory text it follows that the principles governing the counts of 
the basic cases specified in subsection  (1) are not always fully applicable. For 
the text here clearly refers to the aggrieved party status, in substantive sense, of 
the underaged person depicted in the image. Therefore, the number of images is 
indifferent in this case, too; the number of persons depicted in the images and 
meeting the criteria specified for the aggravated case is, however, not indifferent. 
The aggravated form regulated under subsection (2) of the offence governed by 
Section 204(1)(b) of the Criminal Code shall always depend on the number of 
persons depicted in the images. 

Uniformity Decision No. 3/2018.BJE

The decision published in Issue no. 4/2015 of the Curia Decisions under no. EBD 
2015.B.15 shall no longer function as a court ruling laying down principles.

Uniformity Decision No. 4/2018.BJE 

Save for changing the defendant’s domicile (place of residence), before the filing 
of the bill of indictment the partial suspension of house arrest shall fall within 
the prosecutor’s competence.

Uniformity Decision No. 5/2018.BJE 

According to the position of the Criminal Uniformity Decision Panel, which 
coincides with the content of the chief public prosecutor’s motion, in cases 
where the capacity of a person performing public tasks is based solely on the 
provisions of the Criminal Code, the legislative intent that to such persons not 
only increased criminal protection but increased criminal liability as specified 
in Sections  302 and  306 of the Criminal Code should also apply, is fully 
realised. The special qualification applicable to such persons under criminal law 
is solely based on their status and the nature of their activities; as criminal law 
regulation is independent and hence does not depend on the viewpoints of the 
background legislation governing such persons, the introduction of increased 
criminal liability in parallel to increased criminal protection falls in the sole 
discretion and competence of criminal legislation. 
The criminal law evaluation of persons whose public-task nature is restricted 
under the relevant background legislation solely to criminal law protection is 
different, because the Criminal Code and the background legislation together 
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specify the scope and approach of the criminal law regulation. In such cases, 
the Criminal Code defines the persons performing public tasks and falling in 
that scope of persons with reference to the applicable background legislation; 
however, the background legislation qualifies these persons as performing public 
tasks solely from the aspect of criminal law protection.
Therefore, under the principle of the uniformity of the legal system, the 
Criminal Code provision cannot be interpreted, contrary to the intent of the 
background legislation, to mean that public-task nature is relevant not only in 
respect of protection, but also in respect of increased liability. This would lead 
to an extension of the interpretation of criminal liability beyond the will of the 
legislator and would thus be contrary to the criminal law principle of nullum 
crimen sine lege.
The above pertains to the scope of persons specified in points  (f), (i), (j), (k), 
and (l) of Section 459(1)(12), namely to healthcare employees and other persons 
engaged in some form of employment relationship with a healthcare service 
provider in cases provided for in the Healthcare Act, teachers, assistants directly 
participating in developmental and educational activities, and lecturers, instructors 
and scientific researchers of institutions of higher education, persons holding 
office under the Act on Child Protection and Guardianship Administration, 
forestry personnel and members of authorised forestry management staff, as well 
as professional hunters.

Uniformity Decision No. 6/2018.BJE 

The aggrieved party of the offence of fraudulent bankruptcy violating 
Section  404(1) and  (2) of Act  C of  2012 on the Criminal Code (hereinafter: 
Criminal Code) is an economic operator falling under the scope of the Act on 
Bankruptcy and Liquidation Procedure

 – the assets of which the perpetrator has actually or seemingly decreased 
through its insolvency or impending insolvency by committing any of the 
conducts specified under Section 404(1)(a), (b), or (c) of the Criminal Code, 
thus partly or fully thwarting the satisfaction of its creditors; or

 – which is subjected to insolvency or apparent insolvency by committing any 
of the conducts specified under Section 404(1)(a), (b), or (c) of the Criminal 
Code, thus partly or fully thwarting the satisfaction of its creditors.

The aggrieved party of the offence of fraudulent bankruptcy violating 
Section 404(1) and (2) of Act C of 2012 on the Criminal Code is the economic 
operator falling under the scope of the Act on Bankruptcy and Liquidation 
Procedure, whose creditor has been given advantage by the perpetrator of the 
offence after liquidation was ordered, thereby violating the order of satisfaction 
of claims specified in the Act on Bankruptcy and Liquidation Procedure. 
The creditor of the economic operator falling within the scope of the Act on 
Bankruptcy and Liquidation Procedure is not an aggrieved party in the criminal 
proceedings instituted for fraudulent bankruptcy violating Section  404(1), (2) 
and (4) of the Criminal Code, therefore such creditor is not entitled to enforce 
civil law claims or to act as a substitute private accuser.
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DEPARTMENT OPINIONS

Administrative and Labour Section

Administrative and Labour Department Opinion No. 1/2018 of 25 June

The Department issued an Opinion on questions related to the employer’s 
liability for damage caused to the health of employees. The Opinion was based 
on the conclusions of the jurisprudence analysis conducted on the relevant court 
practice. The Opinion assesses the applicability of Labour Section Positions nos. 
28, 29, and 31 in the light of Sections  166-167 of Act No. I of 2012 on the 
Labour Code, the provisions of which regulate the legal basis of the employer’s 
liability for damage. The Opinion states the proper order of examining the 
legal basis of the employer’s liability for damage by specifying that first the 
issue whether the damage is related to employment, then the issue of causal 
relationship between damage and employment are to be examined. The Opinion 
also addresses the evaluation of health state prior to the damage. It points out 
that in case of diseases with natural progression and health impairments resulting 
from employment the court acting in the lawsuit must determine whether the 
employer’s liability for damage extends only to a specific part of the damage or to 
the entire damage. However, where the employee’s former health state, handicap, 
or body-related special features did not cause any income reduction and the 
damage resulting in reduced income arose in connection with the employment, 
the employer shall be liable for the full damage.
In the context of the Labour Code exemption rules applicable to employers, 
the Opinion defines the notion of “beyond its control” and the potential 
circumstances falling within and outside that notion. It compares the criteria 
related to the standard of “was not expected to anticipate” and the provisions 
related to unavoidability with the former Labour Code regulation and with the 
civil law rules applicable to labour cases under the Labour Code. The Opinion 
also specifies the aspects to be examined in determining loss-distribution and 
mitigation obligations.
Due to the adoption of the Department Opinion, the Curia considers Positions 
nos. 29, 30, and 31 of the Administrative and Labour Department to be no 
longer applicable in cases falling within the scope of the Labour Code.
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Administrative and Labour Department Opinion 2/2018 of 17 September 

Based on Section  27(1) of Act  No. CLXI of  2011 on the Organisation and 
Administration of Courts (Court Administration Act), the Curia’s Administrative 
and Labour Department issued, in the interest of promoting uniform judicial 
practice, the following Opinion on the interpretation of the provisions of Act No. 
CCXII of  2013 (Land Act) Laying Down Certain Provisions and Transition 
Rules in Connection with Act  No. CXXII of  2013 Concerning Agricultural 
and Forestry Land Trade (Land Trade Act):

1.  The municipality council is not entitled to eliminate violations of law 
committed by the municipality notary; such elimination is possible only 
in proceedings conducted before the agricultural administrative authority.

2.  The agricultural administrative authority is not entitled to issue positions, 
because it is the task of the land commission/Agricultural Chamber. The 
agricultural administrative authority shall issue a decision on the official 
approval or refusal of the sale and purchase agreement. 

3.   The Agricultural Chamber may base its claim on both procedural and 
substantive grounds. Its objections must be related to its tasks as specified 
under Sections 23-25 of the Land Trade Act. 

4.   The official approval of the sale and purchase agreement can be denied 
(acting in discretionary power) if, in addition to a disproportionality of the 
market value and the purchase price of the land, it can also be established 
that the buyer is preventing holders of the right of pre-emption from 
exercising their right. 

5.   The official approval of a land lease agreement can be denied (acting in 
discretionary power) if, in addition to a disproportionality in the value of 
the land lease, it can also be established that the lessee is preventing holders 
of the right of pre-lease from exercising their right. 

6.   Holders of the right of pre-emption are clients in both the first and the 
second stages of the approval procedure. Their right to file an action will 
depend on whether their rights and rightful interests are affected by the 
case.

Administrative and Labour Department Opinion No. 3/2018 of 17 September

The adoption of Administrative and Labour Department Opinion No. 1/2018 
of 25  June made it possible to examine the courts’ jurisprudence on laws 
governing the quantification of the employer’s liability for damage. As a result, 
the Department approved this Opinion on issues pertaining to the quantification 
of the claims, providing important guidelines for the judicial practice on the 
future application of the Civil Department Positions addressing the relevant civil 
law rules and of Labour Department Positions Nos. 32, 111, 112, and 143 of the 
Supreme Court on the interpretation of Sections 169-178 and Section 256(4) of 
the Labour Code. The Opinion points out that the income lost by the employee 
has to be calculated not on the basis of the absence fee but on the basis of the 
amounts that were actually paid to the employee by the employer, by taking 
into account the average monthly income in the currency in which the amounts 
were paid. This is required by the principle of full compensation, under which a 
compensation amount also covering the costs arisen due to the employee’s health 
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impairment is to be paid. In addition to the payments and services provided by 
the social security system, further cost claims (e.g. for private medical treatment, 
physical therapy, etc.) can also be enforced; however, the amount of such costs 
cannot be used to satisfy claims that exceed appropriate moderation. The 
employer is obliged to provide compensation for justified travel costs, including 
the costs of purchasing a vehicle, and is also liable to provide compensation to 
the employee’s relative, including the payment of annuity supplementing support.
Moreover, the Opinion lays down guidelines on revenues earned by the damaged 
employee through extraordinary work performance, on how to determine whether 
the incurred costs are justified, and on the conditions of annuity supplementing 
support, including damage suffered by the relatives and stating which relatives 
are bound to mitigation of damage. The Opinion also specifies the principles 
pertaining to the proper application of the statutes of limitation.

Civil, economic and criminal sections

In 2018 no Department Opinion was adopted by the Civil Department and the 
Criminal Department. 
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JURISPRUDENCE-ANALYSING WORKING GROUPS

Civil Department

Conclusions of the Summary Report on the courts’ jurisprudence related to the 
practical and theoretical questions of the extent of proof (quantum of evidence) 
required for determining a case

The specific feature of the topic examined by the jurisprudence-analysing 
working group is that the practical and theoretical questions of the extent of 
proof (quantum of evidence) required for determining a case do not appear 
in the courts’ practice as clearly defined statutory rules and/or jurisprudence 
developed around those rules. Extent of proof (quantum of evidence) can 
only be grasped at a higher and more abstract level of generalisation, as an 
abstract concept. This concept has emerged as a result of the joint enforcement 
of various procedural rules, among which the rules governing evidence-taking 
and the related fundamental provisions have special importance. Because of the 
complexity and indirectness of the issues under examination, the jurisprudence-
analysing working group decided to approach and present them from a theoretical 
point of view, primarily from the aspects of epistemology and legal theory. As 
a first step, the jurisprudence-analysing working group mapped, collected and 
critically analysed the relevant literature. Based on the available material it could 
be established that the appropriate extent of proof was discussed in a great 
number of works in various legal and non-legal journals, but the majority of 
those works addressed only criminal law aspects. It could also be established 
that the bulk of the available literature dealt with and elaborated various aspects 
of the arising issues, but hardly any comprehensive and in-depth analysis was 
available. The jurisprudence-analysing working group, however, wished to 
present and analyse the key factors and factors of the appropriate extents of 
proof (quantum of evidence) in a comprehensive manner. In carrying out this 
task, the working group relied on reports drafted by its members on the relevant 
sub-areas and summarised the main findings of those reports according to a 
uniform logic. In drafting the Summary Report, the working group focused 
on the examination of the effect of the various factors and on the manner and 
way in which those factors exerted an effect on the shaping of the extent of 
proof deemed to be necessary by a court to pass a judgment. The jurisprudence-
analysing working group agreed on that the topic under examination could not 
be examined in forms and ways that were usually applied by jurisprudence-
analysing working groups. Since the extent of proof is an abstract concept which 
is not only complex but also multidisciplinary in its nature, and since it is studied 
and described by several and various disciplines, it was agreed that due to the 
legal and non-legal characteristics of this topic answers must be looked for not 
at the level of statutory rules but at a higher level of generality. Therefore, the 
outcome of the analysis could not appear in normative form, because the aim 
was not to prepare a draft Department Opinion or a guidance but to present 
and critically analyse the various aspects and areas of the problem. However, 
the jurisprudence-analysing working group did not intend to fully distance itself 
from jurisprudence and to fully give up the examination of aspects that are 
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relevant for the courts. Therefore, the working group compiled a questionnaire 
inquiring about the aspects found by the judges relevant in their adjudicative 
work. The questionnaire was sent to all the judges of the country. The Summary 
Report contains the questionnaire replies analysed by two sociological and 
statistical methods, which are not too well-known and fairly rarely used in legal 
disciplines. In the Summary Report the jurisprudence-working group wished to 
present the problematics of extent of proof as it emerged and developed in the 
various disciplines. This approach is reflected in the chapters which deal with 
the issue in the context of philosophy-epistemology, logics and psychology. These 
disciplines are in close and adequate relationship with the problematics of the 
required extent of proof, therefore the chapters presenting these disciplines could 
be easily and naturally included in the Summary Report. The working group, 
however, also found it necessary to extend the scope of its examination to the 
epistemological methods of such other disciplines which are not closely related 
to the problematics of judicial certainty and from which no transition to the 
problematics of judicial certainty is possible, yet the lessons that can be drawn 
from their comparative analysis may be useful and instructive in the field of 
judicial adjudication, too. As to the extent of proof required for the passing of a 
court decision, upon the findings of the Summary Report it can be established 
that the required extent varies according to the number and intensity of the 
determining factors of the particular cases. Therefore, it needs to be emphasized 
that, despite common features, the requisite extent of proof varies from case to 
case and depends on the particular determining factors of the individual cases. 
The most important such factors are collected and analysed in the Summary 
Report. Since the extent of proof must always be examined in a given concrete 
context, its removal from that context or the treating of a factor as absolute 
would lead to erroneous conclusions and would distort the results. Therefore, 
from the findings of the Summary Report no conclusions relating to individual 
cases may be drawn.
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Conclusions of the Summary Report on the courts’ jurisprudence in cases related 
to protection-of-possession proceedings instituted before local government notaries

The relevance of the subject-matter derives from the fact that the legislature 
enacted a special procedure for the reversal of local government notary decisions 
taken in protection-of-possession proceedings in Chapter XX/A of Act No. III 
of 1952 on the Code of Civil Procedure (“the 1952 Code of Civil Procedure”) 
on the day of the entry into force (15 March 2014) of Act No. V of 2013 on the 
Civil Code (“the Civil Code”), and it was also enacted as a special procedure 
in Chapter XLI of Act No. CXXX of 2016 on the Code of Civil Procedure 
(“the Code of Civil Procedure”). The jurisprudence-analysing working group 
reviewed the relevant Hungarian court practice on the basis of case files. The 
aspects to be examined had been determined on the basis of study materials and 
questionnaire replies obtained from the heads of departments of county level 
courts. In its Summary Report the jurisprudence-analysing working group has 
made the following major findings:

 + As to the application of the Code of Civil Procedure, where a statement 
of claims contains a definite and specific request which, however, is not in 
conformity with the substantive rules, the statement of claims should not be 
dismissed but should be regarded as suitable for being communicated to the 
defendant, and the court should guide the plaintiff, via the conduct of the 
proceedings, to specify his claims in the hearing. 

 + In an action for the reversal of a local government notary decision taken 
in protection-of-possession proceedings, only reversal of a decision on the 
merits may be sought. The notary’s decision may not be quashed even if 
the notary has seriously violated a procedural rule in the proceedings, or 
improperly conducted the taking of evidence, or passed a decision which 
cannot be enforced, or failed to determine all claims, or violated the rules set 
forth in Government Decree No. 17/2015. (II. 16.) or Act No. CXL of 2004 
on the General Rules of Administrative Procedure and Services or Act No. 
CL of 2016 on the Code of Administrative Court Procedure. 

 + It was found to be a widespread practice that in lawsuits seeking the reversal 
of a notary decision the courts regarded the determination of a claim for 
registering ownership or a servitude right in the Land Register as a related 
preliminary issue to be adjudicated first, and therefore in such cases they, 
as a rule, suspended the proceedings pending the final determination of 
those related proceedings. The working group was of the opinion that such a 
practice should only be followed where a party invoking a right unregistered 
in the Land Register expressly requested to register that right in the Land 
Register. 

Where a plaintiff requests the reversal of a notary decision but in addition 
to the request he also specifies further conducts violating possession, the case 
should be treated as involving cumulated claims. Since in such cases material 
cumulation occurs, the payable court duties should be calculated on the basis 
of the cumulated value of the claims. 
Whether the issue requested to be reviewed was or was not dealt with in the 
proceedings conducted before the local government notary should always be 
examined separately, because in case it was not, the existence of any other ground 
for dismissing the request should be examined separately, ex officio.
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Conclusions of the Summary Report on the courts’ jurisprudence in cases related 
to maintenance of relatives

In former years (including the years preceding the entry into force of the new 
Civil Code) the number of petitions for review filed with the Curia of Hungary 
against judgments related to child maintenance (which make up 40 % of all 
family law cases) has significantly increased and child maintenance has become 
an area of law where the parties to the lawsuits first turned to the Curia for 
guidance on the application (interpretation) of the provisions of the new Civil 
Code under which their cases were to be determined. In preparing for its 
examination, the jurisprudence-analysing working group started from the fact 
of public knowledge that after the collapse of socialism in Hungary, due to the 
social and economic changes that have occurred in the country, in the absence of 
agreement between the parties the adjudication of maintenance cases has become 
rather difficult, because due to the appearance of new, formerly unknown forms 
of work relationships and the increase of the number of enterprises and self-
employed persons revenues and assets can be more easily hidden and actual real 
income can only be established, with a view to awarding a child maintenance 
amount meeting a child’s needs, in complex evidence-taking proceedings. These 
facts of public knowledge were supported by the results of the analysis which 
covered 600 first instance or second instance child maintenance judgments 
obtained from county level courts and analysed according to aspects identified 
as crucial for the examination of evidence-related questions arising in child 
maintenance cases. 
Based on the received questionnaire replies and the personal experience of the 
evaluating judge members of the working group, the following major conclusions 
have been made in the Summary Report: In “three-actor” child maintenance 
cases the courts’ basic task is to establish the child’s justified needs and to 
determine the ability of the parents (primarily, of the parent obliged to pay 
child maintenance) to support the child, and to establish on the basis of these 
findings a child maintenance while paying due regard to the equitable interests 
of all parties but regarding the child’s best interest as primary consideration. The 
child’s justified needs may not be limited to basic needs (food, clothing, etc.) 
and complementary needs (related to studies or sports) but should be treated as 
including support by appropriate means to all activities (use of computer, internet, 
mobile phone) that promote the child’s balanced and harmonic development. 
Basic needs can be regarded as being of “public knowledge”, therefore the 
majority of the courts did not conduct (detailed) evidence-taking in respect 
of such needs. As to evidence-taking, the most complex and work-consuming 
task is the establishment of the obligor’s payment ability. Payment ability is 
affected to the greatest extent by the constantly changing social and economic 
relations and the changes in national and regional employment possibilities. In 
approximately 60 % of the examined cases the courts having determined the 
legal dispute reached the conclusion that the submitted income data reflected 
actual real income. In the remaining percentage of the cases the determination 
of the parent’s actual real income could only be determined in lengthy evidence-
taking proceedings. 
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The jurisprudence-analysing working group has made the following proposals: 
 + To avoid superfluous evidence-taking on issues of public knowledge, it is 

advisable to determine within the scope of the child’s justified needs (which 
presupposes an optimal situation) the child’s self-evident basic needs which 
parents under all conditions must fulfil. The monthly amount covering such 
needs was determined by the jurisprudence-analysing working group (for 
the year 2018) as 25 000,- HUF. 

 + In close relation with the above, a minimum child maintenance amount 
needs to be determined. This amount is payable by the obligor, because of 
his/her obligation existing toward his/her child, under all conditions save 
for a few exceptions (e.g. prisoners having very low income). This amount 
should be adjusted to the obligor’s income of public knowledge, that is, the 
amount which the obligor has (or must have). This monthly amount was 
determined by the jurisprudence-analysing working group as 15 000,- HUF. 

Conclusions of the Summary Report on the courts’ jurisprudence on the release 
of public data

The jurisprudence-analysing working group has made findings in respect of 
certain substantive and procedural legal issues as well as of the drafting of the 
relevant court decisions (mainly judgements). As regards the procedural aspects 
of such lawsuits, it is shown by the judgements examined that the parties to 
proceedings are rather familiar with the pre-litigation procedure concerning the 
release of public data. It could be demonstrated that legal actions for the release 
of public data had originated either from the data controller’s express refusal to 
comply with a party’s preliminary request for the release of such data (in about 
two thirds of the cases) or from the former’s failure to respond (in around one 
third of the cases). The jurisprudence-analysing working group carried out a 
detailed analysis as to the grounds for refusing a request for the release of public 
data and the wide range of plaintiffs and defendants in such lawsuits. The cases 
reviewed show that there are certain civil society organisations which regularly 
formulate data requests and are keen on bringing legal action against data 
controllers who are not willing to comply with their requests. In several cases 
the parties even asked the Hungarian National Authority for Data Protection 
and Freedom of Information for a preliminary opinion and then referred to its 
findings in the ensuing legal action. It is evident from the procedural issues 
examined that data requests often lack a sufficiently precise determination of 
the scope of data to be released. In some rare cases, data requests aimed at the 
multiple release of the same kind of public information in respect of different 
periods of time. The working group lacked the relevant pieces of information to 
analyse the parties’ failure to comply with the time-limit for instituting court 
proceedings, however, it was able to examine a number of other issues related 
to the bringing of an action, for instance, it defined the starting point of the 
aforementioned time-limit. The rules on the courts’ competence to deal with 
such cases raised no major problem as to their interpretation. There were only 
two lawsuits in which the court seized with the case had to examine its own 
competence. In a rather large number of the cases reviewed, i.e. in at least one 
third of them, it could be established that the data controller had complied with 
the data request either prior to the court’s first hearing or even directly after the 
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receipt of the plaintiff’s statement of claims, it had also happened in some cases 
that the data controller had released the requested public data in the course of 
the subsequent procedural phases of the court’s proceedings. The judgements 
examined show that legal actions for the release of public data raise mainly issues 
of law and therefore necessitate evidence taking only in a small number of cases. 
Witness evidence is admitted only under exceptional circumstances, principally 
if the very existence of the data to be released is called into question. It has to 
be noted that in a few cases it was unclear for the parties whether the issue at 
hand was of factual or legal nature. There were only a very limited number of 
cases in which the parties to the proceedings concluded a friendly settlement, 
presumably due to the fact that plaintiffs were able to successfully plead in the 
majority of such lawsuits and that data controllers usually complied with the 
data requests in the course of the court’s proceedings. As regards the substantive 
aspects of such lawsuits, it has to be emphasised that, due to their diversity, it is 
almost impossible to appropriately categorise the scope of public data and data 
of public interest to be released, since they may include the followings: on the 
one hand, data related to public servants, including administrators and managers 
as well as their qualifications, classification and educational background, on 
the other hand, contracts and agreements of public interest, annexes attached 
thereto, and documents certifying or disproving the performance thereof. Data 
controllers refused to comply with data requests on the basis of the following 
grounds: protection of classified information, protection of business secrets, 
confidentiality of preparatory documents needed for decision-making processes, 
protection of banking and tax secrets, lack of information, the controller’s lack 
of competence, request for information on invoice level, the existence of ongoing 
criminal proceedings and protection of personal data. 
The jurisprudence-analysing working group carried out an in-depth analysis of 
the above grounds for refusal. In a small number of cases, the working group 
was faced with the issue of at what time the ground for refusal should exist in 
order for the data request to be rejected. Contrary to the arguments put forward 
in the court decisions reviewed, the working group was of the opinion that the 
lawfulness of the refusal to release public data should be assessed by taking into 
account the pieces of legislation in force at the time of the submission of the data 
request. A subsequent change in circumstances may only justify the lodging of 
a new request for the release of public information. The examined judgements 
did, in essence, comply with the relevant formal and substantive requirements. 
Judgements granting data requests were delivered in 70 percent of the cases, 
while judgements refusing such requests were rendered in 30 percent of the cases. 
The higher percentage of the judgements given in favour of the plaintiffs was 
evidently due to the supporting legislative background and the public finance 
management-related provisions of the Fundamental Law of Hungary. The court 
decisions refusing to comply with data requests were mainly based on the fact 
that the requested data did not qualify as public data or data of public interest. 
The jurisprudence-analysing working group examined in detail the above issue 
as well as the Curia’s relevant decisions, by paying special attention to legal 
actions submitted against courts and the specificities of such lawsuits. As to the 
drafting of judgements it could be established that there had been only minor 
errors in the operative parts of the judgments, including: lack of setting a time-
limit for compliance with the court’s decision, lack of specific determination of 
the method of performance, use of the term “has to be released” without any 
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further clarification, lack of specific determination of the form of release, lack 
of specific determination of the scope of data to be released. Such errors are of 
great importance for the enforceability of the judgments. 
It had to be concluded that despite the presence of the above-mentioned minor 
irregularities, the courts’ jurisprudence was well-established and consistent. 
It is to be emphasised that the courts have paid particular attention to the 
enforcement of the set of criteria defined in the case-law of the Constitutional 
Court of Hungary, in particular to the definition of the notion of “public data”, 
the scope of data controllers and the limitations on the exercise of the right 
to request the release of public data. In the light of the above findings the 
jurisprudence-analysing working group concluded that there was no need to 
adopt a Department Opinion or any other means for the unification of the 
courts’ jurisprudence or any new piece of legislation in the area at hand. Since 
the courts’ case-law is consistent and stable, the further strengthening thereof, or 
the introduction of structural or systemic modifications thereto is not required.
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Criminal Department

Conclusions of the Summary Report on the judicial practice of penitentiary 
judges with special regard to reintegration custody

In 2017 the President of the Curia decided to set up a jurisprudence-analysing 
working group within the Curia’s Criminal Department to examine the judicial 
practice of penitentiary judges with special regard to reintegration custody. The 
working group’s Summary Report found that it had to be ensured that the 
relevant provisions of Act No. CCXL of 2013 on the Implementation of Criminal 
Penalties and Measures, Certain Coercive Measures and Regulatory Custody 
complied with the relevant rules of Act No. XC of 2017 on the Code of Criminal 
Procedure that had entered into force on 1 July 2018. For instance, in the case 
of reintegration custody, the requirement of mandatory defence as stipulated by 
the Code of Criminal Procedure does not fully apply, since the defence counsel’s 
presence is compulsory only at the court’s hearing, however, he may be either 
commissioned by the accused or appointed by the judicial authority. Penitentiary 
judges are entitled to subsequently amend their own decisions, on the other 
hand, the latter may not be subject to judicial review or retrial. In addition, 
such decisions may be reviewed through an extraordinary remedy petition in 
the interest of legality or via a uniformity decision procedure and, after an 
admissibility procedure, they may even be examined by the Constitutional 
Court for their constitutionality. 
The working group established that the judicial practice of penitentiary judges was 
not fully uniform. Nevertheless, it found that there was no significant divergence 
in their jurisprudence on the basic issues of the traditional legal instruments 
(such as release on parole, change of the level of security of imprisonment, 
and application of more lenient imprisonment rules) and that the eventual 
discrepancies could be resolved by following the predominant positions. The 
new legal instruments (such as reintegration custody and compensation) have 
inevitably raised certain issues of interpretation, but the development of a well-
established judicial practice is already in progress, which is expected to ensure a 
uniform interpretation of the law in the foreseeable future. An important indicator 
of the quality of the adjudication of penitentiary cases is that penitentiary judges 
have gone beyond the formal interpretation of the obstacles to the imposition 
of reintegration custody and have understood the real characteristics of such 
obstacles by qualifying them either as definitive or temporary ones. 
The working group’s analysis has primarily focused on reintegration custody. 
It can be stated that this new type of custody reassuringly fits into the general 
reintegration purposes of the execution of criminal punishments, in addition, 
it contributes to the reduction of the overcrowdedness of the prison facilities. 
Reintegration custody is a legal instrument suitable for meeting the objectives 
set to be met. On the other hand, it complicates the process of the enforcement 
of prison sentences, imposes excessive burden on prison personnel, requires 
significant institutional, human and other resources, and raises a number of 
problems related to the application of law. As to the above, the jurisprudence-
analysing working group proposed that penitentiary judges should be entitled to 
decide, by way of derogation from the decision of the trial judge, on the convict’s 
release on parole after one half of the prison sentence has been served and/or on 
the convict’s release on parole after four fifth of the prison sentence has been 
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served even if the convict’s eligibility for parole was preliminarily excluded by 
the trial judge, as well as to decide on the supervision of the convict’s parole by 
way of electronic remote surveillance devices. The combination of the above two 
proposals could replace the application of reintegration custody which serves the 
purposes of reducing the term of imprisonment.

Administrative and Labour Department

Conclusions of the Summary Report on the courts’ jurisprudence in cases related 
to election proceedings and referendum proceedings

The jurisprudence-analysing working group was formed in 2017. Members of 
the working group were partly Curia judges partly external members, including 
representatives of the National Election Committee, the Constitutional Court, the 
Media Council and university researchers. The working group analysed 700 court 
decisions given in cases related to elections and referenda. The analysed sample 
included decisions related to the 2014 general (parliamentary), local government 
and mayors’ elections as well as court decisions related to national and local 
referenda held since the entry into force of the Fundamental Law of Hungary. 
The report summarizing the results of the jurisprudence-analysis consists of 250 
pages and has three main Parts: Part I deals with election cases, Part II analyses 
referendum cases, Part III examines the general procedural rules applicable both 
to election and referendum proceedings. The Parts dealing with elections and 
referenda follow the structure of the respective statutory procedures: first the 
function and the specific features of the respective procedures are presented, then 
the various stages of the procedures (e.g. candidacy, voting, counting the election 
results) are dealt with in detail. The related Constitutional Court decisions are 
also analysed in these Parts. From among the common rules, mention has to be 
made about the issue of campaign activities including, on the one hand, political 
advertising and public service advertising and, on the other hand, the limits of 
acceptable criticism of public figures. In its analysis the working group delineated 
political advertising from public service advertising according to the different 
advertising places, namely: linear media, printed press, internet press products 
and social media. As to the limits of acceptable criticism of public figures, the 
working group analysed not only domestic court decisions and Constitutional 
Court decisions but, by applying the comparative approach, also the relevant case 
law of the European Court of Human Rights and the US Supreme Court. The 
Summary Report made an in-depth analysis of the distinction between value 
judgments and statements of fact violating personality rights and reached the 
conclusion that the enforcement of the principle of ‘purity of elections’ posed 
a limit to knowingly made lies even if the lie was related to the activities of a 
public figure. Finally, the Summary Report analyses the relationship between 
the former Act on Election Procedures and the new procedural laws having 
entered into force on 1 January 2018 (code of administrative procedure, code 
of civil procedure) from the aspect of their applicability in remedy proceedings.
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Conclusions of the Summary Report related to the courts’ jurisprudence on 
employers’ liability for employees’ health damage

The Labour Section of the Curia’s Administrative and Labour Department 
analysed the courts’ jurisprudence on the legal basis of employers’ liability for 
employees’ health damage, including definitions and conditions of exemption 
from liability. In addition to examining the relevant jurisprudence, the 
jurisprudence-analysing working group also evaluated sections 166 and 167 of 
Act No. I of 2012 on the Labour Code and the concepts of the Code. The 
jurisprudence-analysis covered final, unchallenged lower-court decisions as well 
as Supreme Court and Curia decisions either delivered in individual cases or 
laying down principles in relation to the examined issues. As to the latter type 
of decisions (‘decisions of principles’), the aim of the analysis was to establish 
whether they were, or were not, to be upheld under the new Labour Code in the 
light of the changes introduced by the new Labour Code as compared to Act 
No. XXII of 1992 on the (former) Labour Code. The jurisprudence-analysing 
working group held several meetings, at which a discussion material covering 174 
points, made up of partial reports drafted by Curia judges were discussed. The 
working group analysed the relevant legal literature, the theoretical arguments of 
the Commentaries, and the results of the discussions that had been carried out 
at the lower-level courts. The Summary Report, which was drafted by the Curia’s 
Administrative and Labour Department on the basis of these documents, was 
adopted on 5 March 2018. The working group has held that a legal basis for the 
employer’s damages liability exists where damage has occurred in employment 
relationship and causal connection exists between the damage-causing conduct 
and the damage, with the proviso that section 6:521 of Act No. V of 2013 (the 
new Civil Code) cannot be applied. This conclusion has been reached upon an 
examination of the relationship between sections 6:518-534 of the new Civil 
Code – which are applicable under section 177 of the Labour Code – and 
the special Labour Code rules. The working group has stated that employers 
can bear not only full but also partial damages liability, given that damage 
can partly be caused by circumstances unrelated to employment (e.g. employee 
illness caught outside employment). The working group has drafted a non-
exhaustive list of the conditions upon which the existence of employer ‘control’ 
giving rise to damages liability is to be established, and has described situations 
in which a damage-causing conduct is to be regarded as having been beyond 
the employer’s control. Issues related to the unavoidability of a damage-causing 
circumstance, the employee’s contribution to the damage, and the conditions 
of the employer’s exemption from liability for damage have also been examined 
by the working group. 
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Conclusions of the Summary Report related to the courts’ jurisprudence on the 
quantitative issues of employers’ liability for employees’ health damage

The Curia’s Administrative and Labour Department analysed the courts’ 
jurisprudence on the quantitative issues of employers’ liability for employees’ 
health damage. The jurisprudence-analysing working group examined the 
relevant judgements, decisions and rulings of theoretical importance of the lower 
instance courts, the Supreme Court and the Curia. Based on the decision of 
the President of the Curia, the working group was composed of twelve Curia 
justices, five lower instance judges, three university lecturers, two attorneys-
at-law as well as a representative of the National Office for the Judiciary. The 
working group sought to examine i. the development of the courts’ case-law 
as a result of the entry into force of Act No. I of 2012 on the Labour Code 
(hereinafter referred to as the Labour Code), ii. whether Labour Department 
Positions nos. MK. 32, MK. 93, MK. 111, MK. 112 and MK. 143 continued 
to be applicable, and iii. how the civil law rules applicable under section 177 of 
the Labour Code, and the related Civil Department Positions comply with the 
labour legislation. 
Based on the assessment of the lower instance courts’ judgements the working 
group concluded that the above-mentioned labour department positions (except 
for the last paragraph of the reasoning of Labour Department Position no. MK. 
112) continued to be applicable in the future. 
The jurisprudence-analysis specified the Civil Department Positions that were 
to be taken into account in the determination of cases related to employers’ 
liability for employees’ health damage. The Summary Report found, inter alia, 
the followings:

 + The calculation of the amount of compensation for loss of income from 
employment payable to the employee should be based on the latter’s average 
monthly income. 

 + The loss of income should be calculated on the basis of the currency of the 
employee’s income. If the employee, totally or partially, received payment 
in a foreign currency, then his loss of income should be determined, 
accordingly, in such currency. 

 + Income gained by the employee by extraordinary work performance should 
also be compensated by the employer. 

 + In addition to social security funded compensation or services, the injured 
party may be entitled to supplementary payments which, however, cannot 
exceed an appropriately moderate amount. 

 + Based on his liability for his employee’s health damage, the employer may be 
liable to pay damages to the employee’s relative as well. 

 + In the event of the employee’s death in connection with the incidence 
of health damage, the dependent relative of such employee may demand 
compensation in substitution for the lost support in the amount required to 
ensure his previous living standards. 

 + Annuity claims may be enforced within the general term of limitation. 
 + The term of limitation for claims for damages shall commence at the time of 

the occurrence of the employee’s health damage. 
Based on the findings of the Summary Report, the Curia’s Administrative and Labour 
Department drafted and adopted Administrative and Labour Department Opinion 
No. 3/2018 KMK of 17 September 2018.
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 +  THE CURIA’S EXTERNAL 
COMMUNICATIONS IN 2018

The Curia’s organisational units provide financial, technical and IT background 
for the Curia’s day-to-day operations, organise and manage its communications 
and international relations, and promote the smooth performance of the Curia’s 
adjudicative and jurisprudence-unifying activities, which are the basic tasks of 
the supreme judicial body.

In addition to meeting the Curia’s obligation of providing information in conformity 
with the relevant laws, the Curia regards the provision of regular, objective information 
pertaining to its professional work to be a priority. The media continuously monitors 
the Curia’s professional activities: the Curia has been contacted by journalists and 
various media sources several hundred times in 2018. In view of the tendency of the 
extremely fast-paced flow of information, the Curia endeavours to respond the queries 
as quickly as possible. In 2018, in the majority of cases the Curia’s reaction time did 
not exceed 2 hours. 

As the statements of various public figures in 2018 often included comments on the 
judiciary, especially in connection with the national parliamentary elections and the 
legislative changes aimed at reforming the judicial system, the Curia issued fewer 
communiques, and they were restricted to strictly professional issues.

In addition to decisions adopted in individual cases, the press showed ongoing interest 
in the application of the new procedural rules, the Curia positions related to the 
interpretation of law, and the work of the consultation and advisory bodies operating 
at the supreme judicial forum. The backroom meetings held with the heads of the 
jurisprudence-analysing working groups became an acknowledged practice and an 
event awaited by journalists. 

Several interviews were made with the leaders and judges of the Curia. In addition 
to the talks with the President of the Curia, the spokespersons, the heads of the 
Departments, and judges also provided authentic information to the public on the 
operation of the supreme judicial body, the application of law, the cases closed by the 
Curia, and the jurisprudence unification-related activities of the Curia. The Curia 
regularly provides and publishes news and multimedia contents about conferences 
held at or organised by the Curia as well as about academic lectures delivered by the 
supreme judicial body’s leaders. 

The Curia provides information on its international relations in the form of 
communiques, public press events and interviews.

In addition to responding to the day-to-day queries received from the press, in 2018 
the Curia continued its tradition of holding semi-annual press breakfasts, at which 
the most important events and the cases having generated significant public interest 
and attention were presented. 

In 2018 the Curia reviewed and updated its website to make it more transparent. The 
website was visited more than 1,800,000 times in 2018 and attracted 304,000 new 
users, with 23  % of former visitors returning. An average user spent 2 minutes on 
the Curia website.
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Page views 
01/01/2018 – 31/12/2018

Of the premium content, the greatest interest was in court decisions laying down 
principles, press news and releases, Department Opinions, and Uniformity Decisions.
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01/01/2018 – 31/12/2018
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In addition to information in text form, multimedia contents are playing an increasingly 
important role on the website. The website now offers video summaries of Curia 
conferences and Full Court Meetings, as well as informational audio materials and 
images. 
In 2018 two Curia informational shorts were made, entitled “The process of complaints 
at the Curia” and “Election and referendum cases at the Curia.” The aim of the 
project was to provide more information to citizens about the Curia’s proceedings 
and jurisprudence-unification related activities. Work also started on the short entitled 
“Time limits in review proceedings before the Curia” in 2018. In addition to the 
shorts, 20-30 minutes long videos on roundtable discussions were also made with 
the participation of Curia judges and third-party experts, with the aim of providing 
information on cases closed by the Curia and of facilitating the understanding of the 
cases. In 2018 two further short films were made, in which conclusions and lessons 
important for the wider society are drawn: one presents a civil case related to the 
award of custody of children, the other presents a criminal case related to lawful 
self-defence. Within the framework of cooperation with the law faculties of several 
universities, the Curia organised film screenings for students and professors. In 2018, 
film screenings accompanied by roundtable discussions were held at the University of 
Pécs, the Károli Gáspár University of the Reformed Church, and the University of 
Miskolc. By screening the films to student groups, the Curia desires to contribute to 
improving the quality of legal education and to develop legal problem-solving skills.
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 + MEETINGS

The Curia’s leaders and judges participated in numerous foreign and domestic 
professional conferences, study visits, seminars and discussions in 2018. Under 
the leadership of dr  Péter Darák, the Curia’s representatives accepted several 
invitations to professional events, which provided a possibility for exchanging 
ideas and deepening professional relations with the leaders and representatives 
of foreign supreme courts. The Curia hosted several events in Hungary and 
received the visit of many foreign guests. In addition to the professional events, 
more intimate events organised for the Curia’s employees also took place. 

The Curia’s Full Court Meeting in the Curia’s original building on Kossuth square, which formerly housed 
the Museum of Ethnography

The President of the Curia delivers a lecture for students at the Career Day held at Miklós Zrínyi 
Secondary School in Zalaegerszeg 
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Signing the judicial cooperation agreement between Hungary and Vietnam

Visit of the Austrian Chief Public Prosecutor to the Curia
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The Visegrad conference of the Chief Justices of the V4+2 countries

Hungarian-Austrian supreme court seminar in Pannonhalma
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The President of the Curia opens the international conference organised by Pázmány Péter Catholic 
University

The Presidents of the Constitutional Court and the Curia sign the agreement on the closer professional 
cooperation of the legal libraries of the two institutions 
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The conference commemorating the 25-year old Association of Hungarian Administrative Judges, held 
in the Curia’s main hall

The 8th International Conference of the Chief Justices of the Supreme Courts of Central and Eastern 
Europe in Vilnius
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Discussion between students of California’s Santa Clara University and the President of the Curia

Study visit of the IT technical team of the Supreme People’s Court of the Socialist Republic of Vietnam 
at the Curia
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Curia film screening and lecture at the Faculty of Law of Miskolc University 

The visit of German administrative judges at the Curia 
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Joint conference of the Curia and the German Federal Administrative Court at the Curia

The third thematic conference of the uniformity groups monitoring the jurisprudence of the new Civil 
Code, held in Mailáth room
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Lecture delivered by dr Endre Juhász, Hungarian judge at the Court of Justice of the European Union, 
at the Curia

Labour law conference held at Loránd Eötvös University
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Jubilee conference of the Supreme Court of the Republic of Slovenia, held in Ljubljana

The Curia’s press conference closing the second half of 2018, held in Museum Café
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St Nicholas celebrations for children in the Curia’s main hall

The Ministry of the Interior, the Public Procurement Authority, the State Audit Office, the National 
Judicial Office, the Curia, the Chief Public Prosecutor’s Office, and the National Bank of Hungary jointly 
evaluate their efforts to fight corruption in the Parliament building
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Dr Péter Darák reports on the Curia’s 2017 activities at the National Assembly’s plenary session
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 + INTERNATIONAL EVENTS IN 2018

Participation in foreign events

 + 25-27 January 2018 – Dr Péter Darák, President of the Curia, and dr Lipót 
Höltzl, head of the Curia’s International Relations and European Legal 
Office, participated in the celebratory opening session and conference of the 
European Court of Human Rights in Strasbourg.

 + 4-7 February 2018 – Dr András Baka, head of panel of the Curia’s Civil 
Department, participated in the “Rule of Law” conference in Osnabrück.

 + 10-20  March 2018 – Dr  Péter Darák, President of the Curia, delivered 
a lecture upon the invitation of the Australian Federal Court, and met 
representatives of the Australian Hungarian lawyers. 

 + 11-12 April 2018 – Dr Andrea Csőke, judge of the Curia’s Civil Department, 
participated in the “Civil law project - training judges for cross-border 
insolvency proceedings within the European Union” held by the European 
Judicial Training Network (EJTN) in Barcelona. 

 + 12-13 April 2018 – Dr  Nikolett Schwertner, trainee judge of the Curia’s 
Administrative and Labour Department, participated in the seminar 
“Equality between Sexes in the European Union” organised by the Academy 
of European Law (ERA) in Prague.

 + 14-15 May 2018 – Dr  András Kovács, head of panel of the Curia’s 
Administrative and Labour Department, participated in the seminar 
organised by the Association of the Councils of State and Supreme 
Administrative Jurisdictions of the European Union (ACE-Europe) in The 
Hague.

 + 14-16 May 2018 – Judit Gerencsér, head of the Gusztáv Tőry Legal Library 
of the Curia, participated in the seminar of the International Federation of 
Library Associations and Institutions held in Paris.

 + 27-30 May 2018 – Dr Péter Darák, President of the Curia, and dr Lipót 
Höltzl, head of the Curia’s International Relations and European Legal 
Office, participated in the Conference of Chief Justices of Central and 
Eastern Europe in Vilnius.

 + 7-9 June 2018 – Dr Lipót Höltzl, head of the Curia’s International Relations 
and European Legal Office, participated in the second Focal Points Forum 
of the Superior Court Network (SCN) hosted by the European Court of 
Human Rights in Strasbourg.

 + 13-14 June 2018 – Dr Ursula Vezekényi, head of panel of the Curia’s Civil 
Department, and dr Katalin Gombos, judge of the Curia’s Civil Department, 
participated in the international conference organised by the Association of 
European Competition Law Judges (AECLJ) in Paris.

 + 5-8 September 2018 – Dr  Katalin Gombos, judge of the Curia’s Civil 
Department, and dr Tamás M. Horváth, judge of the Curia’s Administrative 
and Labour Department, participated in the annual conference of the 
European Law Institute (ELI) in Riga. 
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 + 11-15 September 2018 – Dr Péter Darák, President of the Curia, participated 
in the annual conference of the European Environmental Law Forum in 
Como. 

 + 23-24 September 2018 – Dr Ursula Vezekényi, head of panel of the Curia’s 
Civil Department, and dr  Katalin Gombos, judge of the Curia’s Civil 
Department, participated in the EU Competition Law Day in Vienna.

 + 24-26 September 2018 – Dr  Krisztina Csernay Szolnokiné, judge of the 
Curia’s Administrative and Labour Department, participated in the seminar 
“Training trainers: European human rights” held by the European Judicial 
Training Network (EJTN) in Strasbourg.

 + 26 September - 3 October 2018 – Dr Péter Darák, President of the Curia, 
and dr Csilla Heinemann, judge of the Curia’s Administrative and Labour 
Department, participated in the annual conference of the International 
Association of Tax Judges (IATJ) in Ottawa.

 + 3-5 October 2018 – Judit Gerencsér, head of the Gusztáv Tőry Legal Library 
of the Curia, participated in the legal libraries conference organised by the 
Court of Justice of the European Union in Luxembourg. 

 + 8-11 October 2018 – Dr Csilla Heinemann, judge of the Curia’s Administrative 
and Labour Department, participated in the tax law conference organised 
by the Commission of the European Union in Bari.

 + 17-19 October 2018 – Dr  Tamás M. Horváth, judge of the Curia’s 
Administrative and Labour Department, participated in the seminar 
organised by the Association of the Councils of State and Supreme 
Administrative Jurisdictions of the European Union (ACE-Europe) in 
Tallinn. 

 + 17-19 October 2018 – Dr Attila Mocsár, judge of the Curia’s Civil Department, 
and dr Anita Norris-Tari, head of internal auditing at the Curia, participated 
in the international conference on judicial data protection organised in 
Vienna.

 + 23-24 October 2018 – Dr  Csilla Heinemann, judge of the Curia’s 
Administrative and Labour Department, participated in the tax law seminar 
organised by the European Judicial Training Network (EJTN) in Barcelona.

 + 24 October 2018 – Dr  Péter Darák, President of the Curia, participated 
in the celebrations commemorating the 23 October 1956 revolution at the 
Hungarian Consulate in Munich. 

 + 24-26 October 2018 – Dr Attila Döme, judge of the Curia’s Civil Department, 
participated in a German language training seminar organised by the 
Slovakian Academy of Justice in Omšenie. 

 + 25-27 October 2018 – Dr Péter Darák, President of the Curia, participated 
in a legal conference held by the Heidelberg Academy in Heidelberg. 

 + 7-9 November 2018 – Dr Árpád Orosz, deputy head of the Curia’s Civil 
Department, participated in the 19th plenary meeting of the Consultative 
Council of European Judges (CCJE) in Zagreb.

 + 13-15 November 2018 – Dr  Péter Darák, President of the Curia, and 
Dr Lipót Höltzl, head of the Curia’s International Relations and European 
Legal Office, participated in the jubilee international conference of the 
Supreme Court of the Republic of Slovenia, held in Ljubljana. 
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 + 15-16 November 2018 – Dr  Katalin Gombos, judge of the Curia’s Civil 
Department, participated in the joint conference of the Directorate-General 
for Competition of the European Commission and the Association of 
European Competition Law Judges (AECLJ), held in Brussels.

 + 18-20 November 2018 – Dr Eldoróda Krecsik, judge of the Curia’s Criminal 
Department, dr  Beáta Vitál-Eigner, judge of the Curia’s Administrative 
and Labour Department and dr  Péter Puskás, judge of the Curia’s Civil 
Department, participated in the Judges’ Forum organised by the Court of 
Justice of the European Union in Luxembourg. 

 + 2-4 December 2018 – Dr Péter Darák, President of the Curia, participated 
in the seminar organised by the Association of the Councils of State and 
Supreme Administrative Jurisdictions of the European Union (ACE-
Europe) in Cologne. 

 + 5-7 December 2018 – Dr  Tamás M. Horváth, judge of the Curia’s 
Administrative and Labour Department, participated in the international 
conference held by the European Law Institute (ELI) in Zagreb. 

International delegations at the Curia

 + 31 January 2018 – Visit of the Austrian Chief Public Prosecutor to the Curia.

 + 31  January 2018 – Talks with experts of the Office for Democratic 
 Institutions  and Human Rights of the Organisation for Security and 
Cooperation in Europe (OSCE-ODIHR) at the Curia regarding the 
parliamentary elections in Hungary.

 + 21 March 2018 – Talks with experts of the Office for Democratic Institutions 
and Human Rights of the Organisation for Security and Cooperation in 
Europe (OSCE-ODIHR) at the Curia.

 + 22  March 2018 – Visit of the presidential delegation of the Romanian 
Constitutional Court to the Curia. 

 + 25-28  March 2018 – Visit of the presidential delegation of the Supreme 
People’s Court of the Socialist Republic of Vietnam at the Curia.

 + 27 March 2018 – Visit of the Lebanese Chief Justice and Minister of Justice 
to the Curia.

 + 4 April 2018 – Visit of the Algerian Minister of Justice to the Curia. 

 + 8 April 2018 – Visit of Kosovo’s election observation delegation to the Curia. 

 + 10 April 2018 – Hungarian-Austrian supreme court seminar in Pannonhalma 
for judges.

 + 13 April 2018 – Visit of the Chief Public Prosecutor of the Dominican 
Republic to the Curia. 

 + 16-18 April 2018 – The 13th Permanent Conference of the Chief Justices of 
Croatia, the Czech Republic, Hungary, Poland, Slovakia and Slovenia, held 
in Visegrád.

 + 19 April 2018 – Visit of the presidential delegation of the Serbian 
Constitutional Court to the Curia.

 + 14 May 2018 – Visit of judges participating in the Exchange Programme of 
the European Judicial Training Network (EJTN) to the Curia.
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 + 29 May 2018 – Visit of the Chief Public Prosecutor of the Republic of 
Bulgaria to the Curia.

 + 8-10 June 2018 – Dr Péter Darák, President of the Curia, participated in the 
meeting of the Hungarian-German Lawyers’ Association in Tokaj. 

 + 24-30 June 2018 – Study visit to the Curia of the IT technical team of the 
Supreme People’s Court of Vietnam.

 + 4 July 2018 – Visit of the delegation of the North Rhine-Westphalia 
Administrative Supreme Court to the Curia.

 + 11 July 2018 – Visit to the Curia of the delegation of the Committee for 
Social and Legal Affairs of the Chinese People’s Political Consultative 
Conference.

 + 12 July 2018 – Visit of the delegation of the Vienna Regional Court to the 
Curia. 

 + 17 September 2018 – Visit of judges organised by the European Judicial 
Training Network (EJTN) to the Curia.

 + 19 September 2018 – Visit of Slovene judges organised by the European 
Judicial Training Network (EJTN) to the Curia. 

 + 20 September 2018 – Visit of prosecutors organised by the European Judicial 
Training Network (EJTN) to the Curia.

 + 10-12 October 2018 – Conference organised by the Curia and the German 
Federal Administrative Court at the Curia. 

 + 15-17 October 2018 – Visit of the delegation of the High Court of Cassation 
and Justice of Romania to the Curia. 

 + 18 October 2018 – Visit of the delegation of a Chinese provincial court to 
the Curia.

 + 31 October 2018 – Lecture delivered by dr Endre Juhász, Hungarian judge 
at the Court of Justice of the European Union, at the Curia. 

In addition to the events listed above, within the framework of the Curia building tours 
the Curia building, the Hungarian judicial system and the operation of the supreme 
judicial forum were presented to a great number of Australian, Dutch, German, Israeli, 
Swiss, French, Finnish, American, and Danish law students, lawyers, prosecutors, and 
judicial employees. 




